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ABSTR\CT 
\It, Kenneth '1'. l!Jfl!). Tcl\lmomy aud •·~·nlog~ of th" iueo<H<II, Sll tWdll.\' leucich-
!l,y, ndnw, in Al.l'k,l. Bioi. Pap. Univ. \Iaska, ~o. 12. Pp vi + 63. 
A bt\onomic :mel life history study of the incounu " as c::uried ou l <ltl populatiom. 
from the Kobuk, Chatanika, and 11 pper Yukon Rivt>r>, and Selawik. Alaska. 
Data ntl :24 morphological mea ·urenwnts and 11 meristic C'Ount~ show little differ-
ence among: 1 ) males and females; 2) ynuug and oldc·r inconnu ; an 3) fish 
from thl' upp ·r Yukon Riwr, Chat:mika Riwr, Selawik, and Kobuk River in Alaska 
and the h River, l'SSR. Bast•cl on dose alo(rL'('ment uf thl'Sl' cm<nb and measure-
ments, the inconnu iu Alaska j, design.1Led as StcnllClus /eucichthy.\ 11el11UJ (Pallas ) 
For un arctic: fisl1, the incOill<ll exh ibits a rapid .1-,'Towth rate. Growth rates for 
111ales and females nr" ~1milar, lmt females li\ e longer than al•·s 
AhLskau inc<mm< heenme st'.\ually mature quite late in hfe (for Sda"'ik males. 9 
yt•ars; fpmales, 10 years) . Spawning bC'havioJ is dt>scrihed. Spawuiug tll'CllrTt'd in 
the Kobt1k River abo' e Kulmk the last llayo, of Seplenllwr at water tempcratur s 
h ·tweea 1.4 and 4.(i C . 
Ohler in('onuu are mawly pbcivmous while the y<lungcr fish feed on invPrlehnttes 
and fish . ·nw lt:ast c1sco, Core/!111111\ sardin '""· vas the m;tin food item of t he 
Selawik inconnu . 
The estimated ca tch in i\ortlm•pst Alaska in H)R.') lb hc·twcen 34,200 llllU 37,000 
fish, 85% of which w •r0 taken for subsisteuce 
iii 
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TAXONOMY AND ECOLOGY OF THE IN ONNU. 
STENODl!S LEl!CICHTHYS NELM.4, IN ALASKA 
by 
KENt ETH T. ALT 
INTROD CTIO 
The inconnu, Ste11odus leucichthys ( Guldcnstadt), is a member of 
the whitefish family Coregonida(' and is distributed halfway around 
the world, mainly in arctic and subarctic 1'\orlh America and Siberia. 
Despite it' large size and its importance as a fish with subsi tenc ·, 
commercial and sport value, virtually no research has been carried out 
on the inconnu in Alaska. 
By conb'a t, Russian fisher. biologist~ have been studying til<' inconnu 
ince b fore the tum o! the century and have built up a vast storebou e 
of knowledge concerning its life history. lnconnu have been raised in 
hatcheri s in Russia since the 1920's. 
L. S. Berg ( 190 , 1916, 1932, and 1948) carried out much early research 
on the distribution, description, and systematics of the inconnu. ys-
tcmatic relationships have been worked out by M nshikov ( 1935). 
Detailed ag and growth studies were conducted by Chumayevskaya-
Svetovidova ( 1930 ). Romanova ( 1937 ), Rcvnin ( 1937) , and Kirilov 
( 1962) studied the food habits of the inconnu. Work on the spawning, 
embJyology, and early d velopment of the young was carried out by 
Evtecva ( 1940), and Smolyanov 1957 ) . Parasites of the inconnu w re 
thoroughly studied by Zaxvanthin ( 1938) in Zaysan Lake. :\--fonographic 
works on the inconnu from the Ob and Yenesei Rivers were completed 
by York ( 1948a, 1948b ). ln addition to basic life history studies, Russian 
scientists are far advanc d in their tudies of th fishery industry and 
pisciculture of the inconnu. Boricov ( 1923) conducted a fundamen tal 
industrial-biological study of the inconnu from the lower Ob basin, and 
these subj cts were further developed by Yudaoov ( 1935 ) and Sydakov 
(1939) . 
Canadian research has dealt mainly with records of distribution, tax-
onomy, and zoogeography. Fuller ( 1955) published a general life history 
study of the inconnu in Great Slave Lake. 
Previous published infom1ation on the inconnu in Alaska con ists mainly 
of short note· on distribution and records of occurrence (e.g. Dall, 1870; 
1 
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Turner, 1886; Townsend, 1887; and Bean, 1 92). Walters (J95.5) presented 
information on the zoogeography of the inconnu in Alaska. 
The present study was orienteu tm ard taxonomy. basic biology, and 
ecology with emphasis 01 det nnining the systematic r<'lationshir be-
tween the in onnn in Alaska and the inconnu in Canada and Russia. Data 
on food habits, distribution. ag · and growth are also presented. 
Spawning observations w re conducted on the upper Kobuk River in 
1965 and 1966. 
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STUDY AREA 
The present study was conducted in two Alaskan \\'alersheds, the 
Yukon River in eastcentral Alaska aud tlw Selawik-Kobuk drainage in 
northwest Alaska. 
Research in the upper Yukon River was carried o 1t hom irclc, ],900 
J,.m ( 1,200 miles) from tlw mouth of th' Yukon River, to Engle. covering 
an approximate area from 141° to 144" \\'Long. and from 64 °55' to 66' :\' 
Lat. (Fig 1). Five tributary ri\ws enter the Yukon in thl ~SS km ( ISO 
mile) stretch between the two \·illag<'s. The Charley and Se\'('ntymile 
Rivers enter from the south, while the Kandil·, '\ation, and Tatonduk 
Rivers enter from the north. Durin~]: the ~ummer these fiw rivers are 
rapid, clear streams, in contrast to the silt-laden Yukon Hh cr Tlte 
ichthyofauna o£ the study area has been descrih d by Clwu ( 1965). 
Figure l. :Mnp sbowi11p; upper \ u ·nn anc1 Chutanika Rivl'r stu<ll' area . Repro-
duc.:cd from C.S.C:.S . Alaska l\lap E. 
The Chatanika Hivl'r is in the ·rukon-Tanana draiuage and emp ties in t(J 
the Tanana via the Tolovana River. Specimens from the Chat::mika were 
taken a t approximately l-19° \\ Long. and 65u i'\ L at. at Jvl ile 29 on 
the Steese Ilighwa~· (Fig. l ) . 
The Selawik-Kobuk study area is located largely ahovc the Arctic 
Circk and encompasses an ar 'a fro m approximately 154 to 162°30' 
\\'Long. and from 66°20' to 67 ' 20' N Lat. (Fig. 2). 
Selawik Lake is relatively shallow and connected to Hotham Inle t. It 
is approximately -10 km ( 25 miles ) long by 24 km ( l.5 miles) wide, and 
the average depth is reported to be 5.4 m ( H> ft ). The elawik o.lrea is 
low tundra with an abundance of lakes and slow-moving streams. The 
lower Selawik Hiver meand rs th ro ugh the tu llclra , and the water is 
dark colored . Above the 1 outh of the Kugaruk River, as the Selawik 
River emerges from spru c for··sts, the water becomes cleaT and the 
current swift; th bottom changes from mu d and sand to sand and gravel. 
The headwaters are in t 1c Purcell l\·lountains. The Sc:ht\\ ik and Tuk-
lomarak Rivers empty i11to Selawik Lake . Tuklornarak River 1s merely a 
natural channel transporting water from Inbnd Lake, Fox Hiver, and. 
Tuklomarak Lake into Selawik Lake and has little current. Formerly there 
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Figure 2. \hap of uortltwt>' t -\Iaska -.howing Selawik and Kohuk River study area, 
Reproduced from l .S.<:.s. Alaska :\lap 
w Tl' no t:Omte ·tiu11s hehH't'n t'!awik Ri\ er and Tuklomarak !liver, 
except at flood sta~e, hut since 1960 two man-made channels have be n 
dug. One, about 27 km ( 17 river miles) up Selawik River, allows part 
of the Selawik River flow to l'n lcr Inland Lake, and the other connects 
Middle Lake to Tuklomarak River 4.5 km from the mouth. 
Hotham Inlet (loca lly called Kobuk Ltke) emptits into Kotzebue 
Sound . It is reported ly a shallu\\ inlet vith an averag • depth of 3 meters, 
and, since il is influpnced by tidal action, is c0nsidered brackish water. 
The Kobuk River is a rclativPly shallow river, nearly 800 km ( 500 mi les) 
long, and has a large delta area with in terconnecting sloughs and lakes. 
In years of low water, such as 196,!, upriver travel beyond Kiana is 
difficult. 'Vater current from the mouths nf the Kobuk up to Kiana is 
relatively slo", hein~ less than :1 mph. Pro ·eeding uprivtr thl' \ eludt} 
mcreases until maximum velocit~ is cncotmlercd in riffk- areas ahovc 
Kobuk village. s. ociatcd with the increasecl velocJt)' is a change in 
the str am bottom from sill and sand in tht• low<'r reaches, to sand and 
gnn el in thl' 1mudle n adws, aml to a predomin,mtl) s;md and coarse 
gravel bottom abow Kabul,. \·illage The Kohuk \'alley is compo~ed of 
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fluvial deposits antl contains an ahundalll:l ' of .~longhs ,tud small tundra 
lakes. narrow hand of ~pruce trees follo\\ s tlw cnmse of the Kobuk 
Hivcr and its tributariPs Headwater rq~ions arc abo,·e \\'alker Lake iu 
the chwatl,;a ~[ountains of I lw Brooks Ran~e. 1lw ri\'(:r is clear iu pt•riods 
of non11al water level. 
The fish associations of tlw Sl'la\\'ik-Kolmk tlraimt~t·s art· an:tie in 
~taracter. Tbe Iollo\\ ing 18 species "ere eo lie ·ted during the 1965 
field season: 
Scientific mun , 
Knh11k Ri\'er 
Oncorh yllclllls keta 
Oncorhynchus porbtrsclw 
Sa/r;elinrt.l' namaycush 
Salr:elirllt.\' aiJiirtfl.\' ( malma) 
Coregonus nasus 
Corr>gonus lacarl?f11.1' Jlidsclriau 
Corr•gomrs sardinella 
Corcgorws artlurlmafi, 
Pro.~opirtlll cylilldra('ertm 
Stcnodus leucichthys nelma 
Thymaflus arcticus 
08tnerus dentex 
Ca fo.\tomus rattMiomus 
Esox lu ius 
Dallia pectoralis 
Lota lola lPplura 
Cot/ us cognat·us 
St·lawik Lake aud Selawik River 
OncorhynchttY keta 
Salr:elirnts alpirws ( mal111o) 
Coregonn~ nasus 
Coregorws lm:are/tts J'idsch iart 
Coregon rrs w rdiuella 
Stcnodtts leucicltthys nelma 
Thymalbts arctiws 
0.1·mems dentcx 
Gatos! om tiS catostonw s 
Esox luc iu.~ 
Dallia pectoralis 
Lola lola leptura 
Prmgititts prmgititt.l' 
Coitus cognatus 
Common llttn\e 
c..hum salmon 
pink salmon 
lak(• trout 
art·tic charr-Dullv \'anlen ex. 
hrnaJ \dlitefish . 
humpback whitefish 
IPt\sl cisco 
arl'tic cisco 
tnund whitefish 
incounu 
grayling 
raiuhnw smelt 
northern suckl·r 
north •rn pike 
bladdish 
hurho t 
~l ilny sculpin 
t huw salmon (Sela w ik R. ) 
arctic ·ktrr-Dolly Varden ex. (Selawik H.) 
broad whitefish 
hun ph: ck wh ilefbh 
least ci~co 
inconnu 
graylin)o( 
rainbow smelt 
north(•m sucl..er 
northern pike 
black fish (Selawik R.) 
burbot 
nin spine st il·kleback (Selawik R. ) 
slimy sculpin (Selawik R.) 
~JETHODS AND MATERIALS 
Of the 683 fi sh utilized in the present study, 109 were taken in the 
Yukon River between Circle and Eagle in the summers of 1961 and 1964; 
18 hatanika Hiver inconnu were taken in the vicinity of the spav.rning 
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grounds ncar Mile 29, Steese Highway, in Septemher 1964; 18 were 
collected in Selawik Lake in April and May 196-!. and 261 wc1e taken in 
the Selawik ar a betwc<'n 17 April ,md 30 Jmw 1965; 10- Kobuk River 
fisl1 were taken between 1 July and 1 October 1965, and 153 were taken 
from the pawning grounds above Kobnk in September 1966; and 19 
w re from the Ob River, USSR. Most inc:onm.1 from the Selawik area 
used in the present study were taken in Selawik Lake at the mouth of 
the Tuklomarak River. H owever, fish vere also taken from the ela vik 
River, Fox B.iver, Inland Lake , and Tuklom: uak River, and therefore the 
term "Selawik iuc:onnu" is used to designate fish taken from the Selawik 
area. 
Y11kon River sp •cinw ns were taken by 2-inc:h and 4-inclJ (bar measure) 
gill nets, c1uarter-inc:h ( b ar measure) seine, ·1nd sport fishing tackle. 
All hatanika River fish were taken by sp01t fishing tackle. Fish 
taken at Selawik during April and ~lay wNe taken through thl" icc 
at Selm' ik by jigging. !\'early <lll specimens tak n after hrc·akup were 
taken by hook and liue. A small part f till' gill net catch of native 
subsistence fishermen wa utilized in the study. Kob uk Hiver fish were 
a ken by 2-inch, 2.5-inch, 4-inch, and 5-inch ( bar measure) gill nets; 
beach seine; and sport fishing tackle, and were captured only in the 
main Kobuk River. Fish from the Oh Tiivcr, U R, were on loan from 
the Univer ity of British olumbia and the . . 'atioual Museum. 
Taxonomic measurements on specimens mllected during this study 
were taken almost immediatel~ after capture. The detailed description of 
these measurements viii be found in the section on taxonomy. A Cha-
titlon 15 kg X 20 gr spring scale was used in recording weights, with 
nn 80 lb X 1 lb spring sc·1le being used for largn specimens. Stomachs 
w >rc placed in 10j(; fonmtlin in the ticld and analyzed later at the Depart-
ment of \Vildlih ~fanagement, University of Alaska. Insects were identi-
fied only to order. inc:e <l ll were partially digested. 'ex was determined 
by gross examination of g()nads. Il "us w;ually possible to sex all fish 
over 4 years of age. Biometric analysis of taxonomic data and age and 
growth information was made using an IB\1 1620 compnter. 
D ISTRIR llTI 0 '\ 
Stc11oclus ranges from tlw \\bite Sea at .JW E Long. to the Anderson 
RiV<'r. \.\\ .T., anada. a t 128' \\' Long. It is wideh distrihuted in Asia 
but comparative]) local in orth America ( Dvmond and Vladykov. 1934 ) 
( Fig. 3). Two landlockeLl suhspl'civs t•xisl al tile cxln·ml'S of thl' range, 
Stcnodu.\ I. leucichtii!J.\ at the west ill tl~t• hasm of the Caspian eu, and 
I 
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Figure 3. Geogra phical d istribntion of Stenod!lS leucichthys. /// Ste11 odus 
leucichth y\' umcichthu.\; . . . Stenodu., il' tn·ic/lthus nt'/ma; ""'-""'-""'- Ste11odu.,• lecu.:-
ichtliy.\' macke11::.iei. HHs>illn data m;1inly from Dymnntl and Vbd.•kov ( 1!!3-1) and 
B~rg ( ] 9.32) . 
Slenoclus l. nwcken::iei at the east in the basin of Great Slave Lake. 
Stenodus is tolerant of wide ·hanges in turbidity and salillity. Some 
populations arc . emi-anadror 1ous (migrate from brackish \\'aler to fresh 
water to spawn), while other populatiom 11evcr l ,ave fresh water. 
In Hussia, Stcnodlls leucichthys nelma is present in the great northern 
rivers from the \\'hitc Sea caslwarll and including the Ponoy, Onega, 
Dvina, Mezen , Pechora. Ob, Irtysh, Y nisei, Lena, \'ilyui , Indigirka, 
Kolyma, and Anadyr River:-; as well as many of their tributaries. The 
nominate subspecies Ste11odr1~· I. leucichtltys is landlocked in the tem-
perate Caspian Sea and its tributaries at .,17 I\ Lal. 
Bean (1 92) gave lhc Alaskan distribution of tlw int:onnu as from 
the Kuskok" im to tht:> Kuwuk (Kobuk) Rivl'r. Alaskan inconnu distri-
bution is discontinuous (Fig. 1) . The soutl1ernmosl occurrence in Alaska 
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is in the Kuskokwim River system ( 60 ~ Lat.) and the nm·thernmost 
occurrence is in the Kobuk Hiver ( 67" ~ Lat.). Iuconnu are found 
throughout most of the Yukon River drainage in Alaska and Canada. Th y 
en ter the Andreavsky, Koy 1kuk, Porcupine (and its tributaries the Black, 
Sheenjck, and Cole n?:' ) as well as countless other smaller Yukon H.iver 
lributarie . Experim ntal gill nets set in the Chandalar Hivt·r in 1962 did 
not lake inconnu ( Dale Evans, pers . omm.) . Inconnu were r ported in 
the Melozitna River (Corps of E ngineers, 1964 ). They enter the Tanana 
River and are k"IJO W n from some of its tributaries (T olovana, Chatanika 
and Chena Rivers) . It had been thought that the species was absent frorn 
m1on ound and the Se"·ard Peninsula. However, ~Iatson ( 1962) 
stat d that natives have reported t· king inconnu from the Pikmiktalik 
and l nalakleet Hivers on Norto11 Sound. John 1'\elson ( uir.;a GOce) look 
two specimew a t Deering, and 'Iatson ( 1962) indicated· that inconnu 
are present in the Buckland River. These records may indicate only 
casual visitors. The Kobuk and Selawik River drainages (including 
Hotham Inlet and Selawik Lak ) apparently support the largest ineonnu 
populations in Alaska . They inhabit the freshened part of Kotzebue 
Sound a I are taken at Kotz bue and occasionally at Sheshalik. They cu·e 
not found in the Noatak Hiver except as occasional visitor~ . The species 
is absent north of Kotzcbuf' Sound. all across the Arctic Slope until it is 
again encountered in rivers cast of Demarcation Point ( Bud Helmerieks, 
~fax Brewer, pers. comm.). Inconnu numbers increase eastward from the 
Firth River area until thev are quite abundant in the ~~a c.-kenzie Delta. 
The Am.lerson River was given a.s the eastern limit in ~orth America 
( \Vynne-Edwards, 1952). Th southernmost limit of Stenorl11s leucich-
thys nelma in Canada is Tcslin Lake (Yukon system) where Clemens 
( 19-1:4) took six specimens. Carl. Clemens, and Lindsey ( 195(.)) reported 
the inconnu from the ~iusi·wa Hi\ er in the Liard- lackcn7ie system. 
Stenodus lellcichthys mackenzie! is found in Great Slave Lake, Canada. 
and utilizes tributary streams of Great Slave Lake for spawning. 
Smith ( 1957) hypothesized that Sti'nVdtls originated in the rivers of 
Sib ~ria. \\'alters ( 1955) felt that unglaciated Siberian drainages of the 
Ob. Yenisei, and Lt.>na Rivers Wf're reservoirs for many freshwater fishes 
including Stenodrts He belie,·ed that Stcrwd11s spread to Alaska either 
during or after land bridge time~ and bc·eame clistnhuted via brackish 
water transfer associated ";th the melting of the Wisconsin stage· of glaci-
ation. Stenodus then invaded Canada from Arctic Alaska via the ::\orthem 
Coast in tbc brackish glad<tl meltwatt·r. or possihl) reathl'U Llw \fackenzie 
River from the Yukou valle\ hv lwadwall'r transfl·r. 
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TAXO. 'O~IY 
Tlw ineonm. is wusiderec.l lo he a singk ~L)Lt:ic. Slc.:11uclus Tern idtthy,., 
( Gulc.lcnstadt ) , wilh three subspl'cies: Stc11odll.s leucichtltys lcucicltlhy,.,· 
( Culc.lenstadt) itJ the basin of tlw a:-.phm Sea, Slenoclus leiiCtchlhys 
11clma (Pallas) h1 the ba~in of the Arctte Ocean and Stcnodus (l'ltcLcltlhys 
111ackcn;:,iri ( Hidl<trdsou) in the basiu of Gr1.·al Sian· Lakt.•. The lullo" ing 
taxonomic history of thC' inconnu is taken from Berg ( 1932) : 
Cenm Slcmodrts Richardson, 1836 
'fl'IIOdus Richardson In: Rack. Narrative of tlw Ard. Exp. L 1836, 
p 521 (Type Salmo macke11zii). 
J.uciotrutta .unther. Cat. Fish., 1866, Vol. 6, p 16-i (type C. mackcnzii) . 
Stc11udus lcucichtltys ( Cnldcn tadt), 1771 
Salme lruchthys [sic] Culdenstadt. :7\ovi Comment. Petropol., XVI 
(1771). 1772, pp 5:33-540 (from thl' Caspian Sea in' inter it comes to 
the Volga and Ural<;). 
'alma nelma Pallas. Heisc, II, 177 .. p 216 (River Toor) I 716 ( iberian 
distribution). 
Salmo leucichthys Pallas. Zoogr. rooso-asial., III, 1781, p 392 ( Oh, Lma, 
Kol} ma, Indigirka Rivers), p :395 ( Kuhcnskag Lake). 
Salmo mackenzii Hichardson. ~nrrati e of a journey lo Lhe shores of the 
polar sea, in the years 18HJ, 20, 21, .md 22. 1823, p 207. ~(urray, London 
( \f acken7ie R ivcr). 
Coregonus lucius ~ilsson. Scanc.l. , fatma, IV. 18.53. p 446 ( Archancrel) . 
Stenodus 11elma Smitt. Kritisk Forteckning of er de i H'komuseum 
befinlliga Salmonider. 1886. s,·. Ak. ITancll., XXI. No. q, p 207 ( Torth-
cm Dvina near Archangcl). 
Coregonis lucichthy.· Eokhclsoll. Geography, 1898, :\o. 3-4, p 75 (Kolyma 
R., spawning). 
Stenoclus nelma Varpakhovski. Ann. Zoo!. }.Ius. Aead. Sci ., IV. 1899. 
p 329 (Ob River ) . 
The inconnu was first placed in the gl'll\ts Salmo Salme of Gulden-
stadt) by early taxonomists. \\'hen it became evident that it was so 
morphologically distinct from S(llrno as to varrant separate generic 
status, the name Stenodus, first suggested by Richardson in 1836, was 
accepted. The species n;tme leucichthys was first advocated by Cu lden-
stadt in 1771 (spelled lcuchthys) and antedated Pallas' name of 1telma 
h) two years. Culdemtadt's original description was undoubtedly for 
Stetwdus leucichll1ys ll'tlcichth ys, ince the area listed \\'ns the basin of 
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the Caspian Sea. Pallas in 1781 amended the species name to leucichthys. 
Siuce the speci ·s had been described from the Caspian bas in, the nomi-
nate subsr ecific name was applied to this form \ ·hen it w~ts divided in to 
subspecies. In naming the suhspccies from Siberia. B •rg in 1916 applied 
the name Stcnodus leucichthys nclma . 
The Alaskan .i nconnu was fonnerly considered a distinct species. 
Stenodr1s macken;:;iei ( Hichar lson ) ( Evermann and Goldsborough . 1907 ). 
La ter it was designated as Stenodus leuciclt thus ( G uldenstad t) ( \Vili-
movsky, 1954) and C\'Cll considered by some tG be the same subspecies 
as the Great Slave Lake form, namely Stenodus leucicltthys mackcn:::.. iei. 
Dymond ( 1943), Berg ( 1948), and Walters ( 1953, 19.55) syllonymizC'd 
Stcnodus macke11;:;iei with Stenodus /ew;ichthus und classified the Alas-
kan inconnu as Stcnodus leucichthys nefma . 
The main meristic t:haracter. used in separating the three subspecies 
have been counts of gill rakers and lateral li ne scales. Dymond ( 1943) 
considered gill raker counts to be the most st<:b le cha racter of norlh-
w stern !\orth merican coregoniue fishes. 
Krasikova ( 1949) gave the mean number of rill rakers of S. 7. 7euc ic1J-
thys as 22.7 ( 19- 26) and for S. l . nelma from the Y enisei River as 21 ( 18-
25). FuUer ( 1955) ind ic·~ted a mean gill raker count of 23.1 ( 20--25) fur 
S. l. mackenziei from Great law Lake. Canada. \1can coun s for Alaskan 
samples ranged from 19.7 to 21.0. 
Dall ( 1 70) first rt•cordcd the int'onnu fro111 Ahtska ( l<m t'r Yukon 
River) undt-r the nanw l.,u(.·iolmtfa lcucichthys (Pallas )_ Common 
names given were: English-great whit(•fish. Russian-naylima. and 
native--nt'lagn. The first record of the inconnu in northwest Alaska 
was a specimen taken in 1885 hy Townsc>nd ( l 87) in l e Kowak (Kobuk) 
Rh·er. Tum -r ( 1886) recorded it from St. :\[ idwd on Lhe Yukon Hi,·er, 
and · elson ( 1887) r<'portcd it from the lmver Yukon Hiver at Kotlik ill 
1881. 
DESCRli'TIOK AJ\D Co~Ii\IOK NA .\H~" 
A description of the inconnn from Selawik based on measurements 
of 214 specimens ( 76 males, 132 females and 6 sex unknown) is given 
below. The range of the values is :-.hown in thl section on res11lts. This 
description is also ,tppli<:ahle to Kohnk Rin•r ,tn<l '\ uk<m River llll'Ollllti 
since measurements and counts are in c.:lost' ;tgn·<·nwnt. 
Head long, 26~< of standard kngth; lwad widtlt :16~·, of lw:ul length, 
head depth -!9'7r of head ]pngth. llppC'r jaw 37'1r of h~> ·Hl l<·ugth. LowC'r 
ja\\ 53'1 of lw.td k nglh. strong aml projl'ding, n-;,1ching a vertical through 
middle or sometimes posh'rior of <' \'t'. Dentition \ ery fcehll' teeth 
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&~posed in w·lvet-likc bands; ma.·illary toothkss. vomer palati11e · and 
tou_gue each with a narrm\ band of villilonn t(•eth. :\ostrils two-Happed. 
Snout 2:3~. in tProrhi tal width 17'/r, and rhit diam ter 157< of !wad 
kn~th Body elongate and eomprl'ssed, predorsal length 51 '/r of standard 
length. Body depth 2lo/r. hod] width 107<, caudal peduncle depth 6'X, 
dorsal base ll' r, dorsal height 16'}1,. adipose base -tt;;, adipose length 7'/r-, 
anal base 117< , anal hdght 13'ic. P 1 length 16';r, and P~ length 15% ol 
standard length. D. :3 to 4, 11 to 13; A. 2 to 5, 12 to 1-1 : P 1 1-l to 17; P~ 11 
to 12, lalt•ral line scale~ 106 (99 to llS); scales above lateral line 13 
( 12 to 14 ) ; scales he low latera l line 11 ( 10 to 14 ); gill wkers 4 to 7+ 1 + 12 
to 16; branchiostegals 9 to 12; pyloric caeca 185 ( 14-! to 211), and verte-
brae 63 to 67 plus 3 rudimentary. Color silver, upper part of body some-
what darker; dorsal and caudal fins dusky at margins, oth~r fius im-
maculate. \ Veight rarely up to 2.'3 kg (50 pounds) although weights 
of 27 kg ( 60 pounds) have heen repor ted from the Kobuk River . D ymond 
( J 943) reported a weight of 28.6 kg ( 63 pounds) from the ~vfackenzie, 
Hnd Wynne-Edwards ( 1952) mentioned a Siberian record of 40 kg 
( SH pounds). Ma imum vcight of upper Yukon RivC'r inconuu reported 
is around 6.8 kg ( 15 pounru). Females grow larger and ]i,·c longer 
than males. 
A joint committee of the American Fisheries ociC"ty and the American 
Socie ty of Ichthyologists and H erpetologists (Bailey, 1960 ) had recom-
mended "inconnu" as the acceptabl e common name for Stenodus leucicll-
tljys. Sh efisb was rejected according to their list of prin ·iplcs governing 
com mon names. In Alaska the common name most often used is 
sheefish, but shee, inconnu, cony, and shovclnose whitefish art: also used . 
In Siberia, the ernacular nel'ma is in common usage , but the common 
name be lorybitsa (whitefish) is also 11 ed . The name inconnu m;giuated 
with early French-Canadian explorers who gave the 11ame puisso11 
i iiCOilnll , meaning unJ...-nown rish. 
TAXONOMIC DATA 
In the present study 24 body measurements and 11 m ristic counts 
were made on 421 fish ( 218 from Selawik, 53 from the Kobuk River, 114 
from the upper Yukon River, 13 from th Chalanika Riv ·r, and 19 from 
the Oh River, US R). 
Counts and measurements were taken on the left side of the body 
according to the method of Hubbs and Laglcr ( 1957 ), with the following 
clarification : 
!. Lateral line scale coun ts \\'ere taken to the end of the lateral line . 
2. Gill raker counts were made on the first arch to the left side . All 
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rudimen ary rakers were includ c:l in the counts. The count was 
given as the number on the upper limb, p lus the number on the angle 
of arch ( a lways 1) and the n umbn on the lower limb. Thus a fish 
with 20 gill rakers might be designated as 6+ 1 + 13. 
3. Vertebrae counts. The last three upturned vertebrae were separated 
from the t pica l vertebra . Thus the total numher of vertebrae for a 
fish with 65 typical and thr ·e uptumed wuuJd be 68. 
4. Dorsal and anal rays. Both principal and branch "d dorsal and anal 
fin ray counts were taken. The branched ray count is used hy many 
Russian ichthyologists while the common practice in Xorth America 
i-; to usc the principal ray count. Principal ray counts are presented in 
Figmes 1 and 5. In this count, all rays ;tt least two-thirds the length 
of the longest ray are counted as principal rays while the rest are 
designated as rudimentary rays. 
5. Standard length is taken from the lip of the snout to the caudal base. 
6. Fork length is taken from the tip of the snout to the tip of the middle 
rays of the caudal fin. 
7. Head I ngth h taken from the tip of the snout to the most posterior 
part of the opercu lum, excluding th membrane. 
8. Po torhital length is the greatest dist~mcc between the posterior edge 
of the bony orbit and the posterior edge of the operculum, excluding 
the membrane. 
9. Interorbital width is measured using least hony width. 
10. Orbit diameter is the greatest horizontal di~t<tnce bet\\een free orbital 
rim. 
Dividers and dial calipers were used for measurements. R adings 
wen• taken to the nearest millimeter. In most cases measurements were 
made within a fe,, hours of capture. In addition, data were taken on 60 
preserved sp cimens from the upper Yukon River, including 45 young-
of-the-. car (age-class 0+); 18 from Sela" ik, and 19 from Russia. No 
correction factor was used. and measurements were lump •d with those of 
unpreserved fish. 
In reading Russian published data n the morphological measure-
m nts and m •ristic counts, it became evident that methods for taking 
th . <" measurements and counts wenO> not defined. In ordt·r to compare 
validly my re.-ults ' ith Russian results. 19 Hussian iuconnu from the Oh 
Hiver \H'r obtained from the niwrsit v of British Columbia .m the 
· S. Tationa I \Ius urn. Standard length~ of the Russian specimens were 
·rom 9. ~ to 18.4 em. 
In this study, hody mcasurPmt nts are expressed as percPntages of 
-
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TARLE I. \IORPIIOM ETR IC CIIAHACTERS OF '\lfKO' RIYER. ALASK \, 
11\CO:--.. , t r 
Less than 
A!!;t·: Ill Of~ than :) years 3 YI'MS 
Females \1011v' Sexes lumped Sexes lumpt·cl 
Cltnral to ·r \!PanS D. " \lr'an S D. \kau S.D. \!l'au S.D . 
M rH71lwrnctru of the head 
lit ~" of S.L. 
head I ngth 26 l.l 24 26 [..'3 n 26 1.2 51 29 0.:2 58 
head depth ll 1.3 .23 14 lA 11 14 1.2 50 12 1.4 56 
head width 18 0.7 2:3 10 1.4 12 10 1.1 50 10 0.9 .')(J 
upper jaw length 10 0.4 24 10 0.4 1:2, 10 0.5 51 12 1.2 58 
lower jaw length 14 0.7 :24 14 ().fj 1:2 14 O.R 51 15 1.0 58 
snout length 6 0.4 24 (i 0.5 L 6 0.4 51 7 0.8 58 
postorh. length 16 0.6 24 1 (j 0.8 12 lfi 0.7 51 15 1,() 58 
interorh. width 4 0.3 24 4 0.2 12 4 0.3 57 6 0.8 58 
orbit dianwter 5 0 .. 5 24 5 0.6 12 5 O.fi 51 7 l.O 58 
lu '/1 of lwad length 
'llOUl Jt•nl(lh 22 1.3 24 2:. 1.1'1 12 22 1.3 51 :2.1 l.~ 58 
lwad dt•pth -o ;,_ 5.4 23 5·? 5.0 12 52 4.6 50 44 5.5 56 
head width :38 3.2 2:3 38 4.2 1:2 39 :3.6 50 .36 3.4 !56 
~PPN jaw length 37 1.9 24 '18 2.0 12 37 1.8 51 41 3.1 58 
lowt•r jaw hmgth 52 :2.0 :24 53 2.2 12 52 2.5 51 53 :3.3 58 
postorh. length 60 1.9 :.4 61 1.!-J 1:2 80 1.8 51 .51 2.9 58 
inlerorl . kngth l6 1.1 :..4 lfi 0 .9 12 16 1.0 51 19 2.5 58 
orbit diaml'tcr 18 1.6 :24 11:! 1. 1:2 18 1.8 . l 26 :).2 8 
ln % length of 
lower jaw 
nppl'r jaw length 71 4.5 24 7l 4.2 1:2 72 4.2 51 78 6.0 58 
Morphometry nf the bodu 
In % of S.L. 
body d pth 20 L.5 _4 21 1.5 12 21 1.6 51 19 1.5 58 
predorsal length 50 2.0 24 ,')(J 1.9 12 50 2.2 51 51 3.7 58 
body w id th ll 1.5 24 12 1.3 12 11 1.5 39 10 t.:J 57 
l·audul ped . length 12 0.8 24 l:. O.Ci 12 12 l.l 51 12 1.8 58 
caudal ped. depth 7 0.5 2-l 7 0.6 12 7 0.6 50 8 0.7 58 
tlorsal base ll 0.7 24 11 0.7 1:2 ll 0.7 51 13 1.1 58 
dorsal height 17 l.4 24 18 1.0 12 18 1.6 .5 L 22 1.5 58 
adipose length 7 0.6 :24 7 0.9 1:2 7 0.8 51 9 l.l ;)~J 
.tdipose base :1 05 24 4 0.0 1:2 3 0.5 51 6 1.0 53 
anal base 1:2 0.8 :24 L 0.6 1:2 12 0.8 51 H 1.1 -s 
aual height 14 0.9 24 l. 0.7 11 14 0.9 .50 15 1.2 57 
I' length 16 0.7 _4 l(j 0.8 12 16 0.9 51 16 1.2 58 
l'1 length 15 0.9 2-l 16 O.Ci 12 16 0.9 51 17 1.1 58 
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TABLE 2 . l\IORPIIO IETRlC C IIAHACTE RS OF OB RIVER, USSR, JNC0!'\1\ 
Sexes lumped 
Character Mvan S.D. 
i\lorplwmetr l} of the head 
I n % of S.L. 
head length 28 2.4 19 
h ad dept] , 13 1.7 19 
h ead width 11 1.2 19 
upper ·aw len 'lh 11 0.8 19 
lower jaw kngth 15 1.1 19 
snout lengtl1 7 0.5 19 
p ostorb. l ength 1.'5 L.5 Hl 
in terorh. width 5 0.6 18 
orbit diameter () 0.8 19 
In ., of b ,ad leug t), 
head d epth 44 5.4 19 
head width 37 3.6 19 
uppc:or jaw length 40 3.1 19 
lower jaw length 52. 4.2 19 
snout length 23 1.2 19 
poslorb. len •th 54 2.4 19 
interorb. width 18 2. ) 
orbit diameter 23 1.9 19 
l n '7r length of lower jaw 
upper jaw length 78 4 .2 19 
Mor/Jhomefr!l of tfw bod!! 
In ?~ of S.L. 
body depth 21 1.5 19 
prcJ or>al ltmgt!. 51 1.9 19 
body wid th 11 1.4 19 
caudal p ed . length 10 1.0 19 
eaudal Pl,(t. t l'Ptl 8 0.5 19 
dorsal base 13 1.6 19 
dorsal height 22 ] .8 19 
adipose k11gth 9 1.9 18 
ad1pose base 5 0.8 18 
<llJal base 15 <HI ]9 
an al ],eigh t 15 1.0 19 
PI length 17 1.2 19 
P- length 17 1.1 19 
~ 
hgnn -.1 D1strihutiou or A) P~ .mtl B) 1' 1 lin ra~s ul Stnwclus h-uncl.t/,,.1 udma 
T lw rauge of variation j , shown hy thl' ht.>a\) h<N' linc, with tlw mPan hl'ing 
indit·atetl by tht• singlP wrtkal line. Orw 'tandard th·, iation and two standard t•rrors 
on each sitk ui the mt'an ;1ft• ~howu by the wh ite am! hbck bars reSpl'dively. I) Ob 
Hin·r. L SSH; II) Kobuk Ri\ t'r, Alasku : I ll ) Sehm ik, Al<t,J..a; l\ ) Clmtauil..a R iver, 
AJaska . \ ' ) Y11kuu Ri1 er, Alasl..a, age k\s than th ree )t•ars, \ ' 1) \ 11kon River, 
Alaska. a).(<' nH>fl• than thrl'l' y<'ars. 
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Figure 5. Distribution of A) principal and B) mdimenlary dorsal 1m rays. Legend 
as in J"igure 4. 
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Figure 6. Distribution of A) prineipal and B) ruclirnenlary (Ina! fin rays. Ll'gend 
as in Figure 4. 
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TARLE 3. ~IORPIIO~IETRIC CIIARACTERS OF SELAWIK, ALASKA , 
l~COl\':'\U 
~d al es Sexes lm11p ecl 
Charader ::-.,· :\lean S.D. l\' :\lean S.D. N 
Morphometry of the head 
In % of S.L. 
h ead length "6 1.1 132 26 1.1 76 26 l.l 214 
cad depth 11 l.O 130 1. 0.9 7. ] .1 1.0 2. 11 
head w idth 9 1.0 130 9 l.O 75 9 0 .9 2J ) 
upper j~w leugth 9 0 . .5 132 9 0.5 76 9 0.5 2 14 
lower jaw length 14 0.7 132 14 0.6 7(i 14 0 .7 ::?.14 
snout length 6 0. 3 132 6 0.4 7 () 0 0 .4 21 4 
postorb. leug th 16 0.7 132 16 0.8 76 16 0.7 214 
in terorb. width 4 0.3 131 4 0.4 75 4 0 .. 3 212 
orbit d iameter 4. 0 .4 132 4 0.4 76 4 0.4 214 
In 7f; of !u,"ad length 
h ead depth 49 :3.7 130 49 3.2 75 49 .3 .5 211 
head w idth 36 2.9 130 36 3.1 75 3() 2.9 211 
upper jaw kn gth 36 1.8 132 36 1.5 76 36 1.7 214 
lower j, w k ngth 54 2.6 132 5.1 2.0 76 ~.'3 ~.4 ~14 
snout length 23 1.1 132 23 1.1 76 23 1.1 214 
postorb. length 6:3 1.9 132 6· 1 5 76 62 1.7 214 
interurh. width ]7 1.4 ] 3 l 17 1.:) 75 17 1.3 212 
orhit diameter 15 1.6 132 15 1.4 76 15 1.6 214 
In % lengt h of lower jaw 
11ppt·r jaw length 67 3.7 132 67 3.4 76 m 3.(i 214 
Morplwmt'lr!J of fire lwdu 
In% of S.L. 
body depth 21 2.4 131 20 j i 74 21 2.4 211 
prcdorsa[ length 51 2.5 132 51 2.1 76 51 2.4 214 
body widll1 11 1.0 131 10 1.1 74 10 l.O 211 
t•audal pPcl. length 12 0.8 132 12 ()JJ 76 12 0.8 ::!14 
caudal peel. depth 6 0.4 131 6 0.4 7.5 (i 0.4 2 12 
dorsal hHW ]l 0.8 130 11 0.() 75 Ll 0.8 2ll 
dorsal height 16 1.8 27 16 1.4 72 ln 1.7 205 
adipo~t· il·ngth ~ 0.8 131 7 0.7 7C> 7 0.8 213 ' nclipo~e bu. e 4 0.5 131 4 0.5 75 4 0.5 212 
ana l asc ll 0.8 132 ll 0.8 7() 11 0 .8 214 
anal h •ight 1.'3 0.8 128 13 0.8 70 J:1 0.8 204 
p lengt h 16 o.n ) 31 l (i 0 .7 7() 16 0.6 213 
Po length 15 09 l3I 15 0.8 "j(j 15 0.9 21:3 
standard length or head length. In thP analysis of morphological char-
actcrs, the samples were separated hy location and sexes were kept 
separate. Fish )pss than 3 y1•ars old werP treated as OJW catugory in the 
Yukon Rh·er sample. \\ hik fish oklf:'r than ;) }Cars maoc up .111other 
categon. In lhl determination of meristie eharacters. sexes Wt'H' lumped, 
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TABI.E 4 ~fORPIJO\IETRfC CHARACTERS OF KOBllo.. RI\'ER. ALASKA, 
Il\COl\ '\ l 
Females \tall'~ Sexes lumped 
Ch<1rnc.:lcr :\lean S.D. :\ :\lean S.D. :\ \lean S.D l\ ---
.\f.•rplwmctrrt (lf the head 
l 11 ~; "f S.L. 
ltl•ad le11gth 2.5 O.R 18 25 !.2 :31. 25 1.0 52 
},~ad depth 12 l.l 17 J2. 1.2 'll J2 1.2 50 
ltead width 9 0.7 17 9 0.8 :31 y 0.7 48 
npper .iaw length 9 0.4 18 9 0.5 32 g 0.5 52 
lmwr jaw lengtlt 14 ().(-j 18 13 0.8 :32 13 0.7 51. 
,nout l~ng-lh (:; 0.3 lH fl 0.4 :32 6 04. 52 
postorb . lengl l• 16 0.5 18 l(j 0.8 32 16 0.7 52 
in!erorb. width 4 04 l7 -4 0.2 :Jz 4 0.3 51 
orbit diameter :J 0.2 18 3 0.2 '32 3 0.4 52 
In ~;{; of head length 
head depth 50 4.1 17 49 4.2 '31 49 4 .1 50 
head wid th .'37 2.8 17 :37 2.5 :31 :17 2.5 48 
upper jaw length 35 1.4 18 :J(i 1.3 J2 :36 1.5 52 
lower jaw length 55 1.7 18 .54 2.2 :];2 54 2.1 52 
snout length 23 1.0 18 23 0.9 :32 2:) 0.9 52 
pc"torb. length 64 0.9 18 6:3 0.9 :32 63 1.0 52 
juterorh . wid th 18 1.5 17 18 0 8 32 18 1.0 51 
orbit diameter 13 l.l 18 14 0.8 32 14 1.6 52 
ln 'iC length nf lower jaw 
upper jaw leng-th 65 3.3 18 17 2.8 :32 66 3.7 52 
i\fo rplwmerru of llic IJodu 
ln ~!,;- of S.L. 
body depth 22 3 .. 5 17 19 1.:1 31 20 2.5 50 
predorsal lengt!, 50 1.7 18 50 2.2 32 50 2.0 52 
body width ll 0.9 J7 J l 0.9 31 1 1 0.9 50 
caudal peel . length 1:2 0.9 18 12 0.6 32 12 0.7 52 
caudal peel. depth 6 0.4 17 (; 0.3 :32 A 0.4 .'51 
dorsal k•se l l 0.5 18 ll 1.3 3'l 11 1.1. 52 
dorsal he ight 14 1.4 18 14 1.2 32 14 1,:1 50 
adipose lt' ngth 7 0.6 17 7 0.7 31 7 0 .7 49 
ad ipose base '1 0.5 17 4 0.6 :Jl 4 0.5 49 
.wal hasc 11 0.8 lS 11 0.8 32 11 0.8 52 
:lllul height 12 0.!:1 L 12 0.8 32 12 0.8 50 
P, length 15 0.7 Ul 15 0.7 :32 15 0.7 52 
P~ length 14 0.8 JS 14 0.8 32 14 O.ll 52 
bul two age divisions were kepl, as Kmsikova ( 1949) and Mensh ikov 
( 1935) found that the number of gill rakers often de reases with age . 
Data were placed on punch cards and analyzed using an IBM 1620 
computer. S ta tistica 1 values dete1mined were: mean , range, standard 
deviation and standard error. 
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Figure 8. Distrihutioll of A) lateral lirw ~cales, ,wcJ B) hwm:h io~tegals. Legend 
a'> in Figure 4. 
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RESULTS 
Table l lists proportional body measurcm ·nts of uppt>r Yukon River 
inconnu . In order to determine if th re was a ch;U1g ~ in r te of arowth 
with age, the two age groups were tr ated separately. Data have been 
pr ·sentcd for males, females. and lwnpcd sexes for the old ·r fish ; and 
only for lumped sexes for young inconnu. The incOJisistency b tw en 
total sample nwnber and male and female tot Is is due to the fact that 
sex was unl·:nown on a number of immature specimens. Data on Ob River 
inconnu are presented in T able 2. Fish in thb sample were between 9.4 
and 18.4 em standard length and should be compared with young Yukon 
River ineonnu. Murph logica l data on Selawik and Kob uk River in onnu 
are presented in Table 3 and -! respectively. 
Data on meristic characters are presented in graphic form in Figures 4 
to 10. For each ·mmt the mean, range, one standard deviation, and two 
standard errors on each side of the mean are given. T he blackened area 
in each graph represents two standard f'rrors . In F igure 6 the rudimentary 
anal ray count have not been gi ven for Cl atanika Ri ,·cr and oldcr Yukon 
River specimens. Pyloric aeca and vertebrac;o counts were not taken on 
all samples. 
Mean gill raker counts for inconnu from the various areas are as fol-
lows: upper Yukon River (young inconnu )-19.8; upper Yukon R!ver 
(older inconnu)-19.7; Chatanika Ri\'cr-20.0; Selawik-20.8; Kohuk 
Hiver-21.0; and Ob River, USSR-20.8. Pyloric caeca counts were 
extremely variable in all populations sampled and therefore arc con-
sidered of minor importance iJ this taxonomic study. Counts ranged 
from 140 to 240 with a m an of about 185. Vertebrae connts shown in 
Figure 10 do not includ the three upturneJ, rudinwntary vertebrae that 
are present in each fish. Thus the mean wrtchrae count for Selawik 
inconnu is 65.3+3 for a total mean ·aunt of 68.3. 
Drscu smN 
A compari~on of proportional measurements between young and older 
upper Yukon Ri,·er inconuu ( Tahlc> l) shows a change in growth rate 
b •t\vecn hody parts. The head is relatively longN in yOtmg inconnu. 
\feasurement~ of lower ami upper JliW .. ~nout· len~th . and orbit diameter 
arc also relatively greater in young inconuu than in older fish. hut post-
orbital I ngth is relatively less. The h{'ad is widt·r hut not as deep. 
Interorbital width is also ~reater in voung inconnu. Tlw upper jaw is 
longer in relation to i<•ugth of lm' er ja\\ in the you11g fish. and the lower 
jfl\\' projects \ ery little. All fins ha\ ,. r('latiwly lon~cr hascs awl ~reat('r 
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lengths in young fish. Caudal pt dunele d1.•pth is greater but caudal pe-
duncle length i · less. Tlwse rliffen·nces are not statistically and prohabl} 
not biologically o;ignificant. 
Comparison of measurements from young Ob River and young Yukon 
Hi,·er inconnu shows Vt'l) little d1ffcrencP (Tables 1 and 2). In all 
mcasorcments, the standard de' iations of l'ach population m erlap, 
•nd the diffueuc:es are only slightly greater than tho~e observed among 
Alaskan populations. EYid ntl} there is much variation in proportional 
measurements in Siberiatl fish. as Kmsikova ( J 949) found that Yenisei 
River inconnu differ considPrablv in morphonwtric charac crs from in-
,·onnu in other Siberian river . 
In comparing morphomclrie ·hara t rs, li ttle difference was found 
between males and females (Tables 1, 3, and 4). Fem<-lles from Selawik 
and Kobu - have deeper bodies than males. The difference is greater 
.n the Kobuk sampl ', which is to be expected , since most females were 
taken on the spawning grounds just prior to spawning and ontained 
well developed eggs. 
Diffcreuces in proportional measurements of inconnu (sexes lumped ) 
from Selawik, Kobuk River and upper Ynkon River are small and all the 
standard deviations overlap (Tables 1, 3, and 4 ). Values for the Selawik 
and Kobuk samples are closer to each other than to the Yukon sample. 
This would be expected since the Yukon sample is a s paratc population 
while Selawik and Kobuk fish may actually constitute a single population. 
Krasikov· 1949 ) indicated a decrease in the number of gill rakers 
\\ ith increase in age, correlated with changes in feeding habits. However, 
in the present study no chang in the number of gill rakers with age was 
noted in the upper Yukon River sample ( 19.8 for fish les than age 
three, 19.7 for older fish). Examination of other meristic counts indicates 
little variation in counts between young and older inconnu. 
Data ha e been presented in Figmes 4 to 10 in such a manner that if 
the blackened areas (two standard CITOrs on ach side of Lhc mean over-
lap, we can be confident at the 9.5% 1 vel that the differences a rc mathe-
matically nonsignificant. i xamination of Lhesc figures shows overlap 
for all sample · studied inc:l uding the Ob Riv r sample. 
It is interesting t note that iu most cases the values for meristic: 
characters of Selawik and Kobuk River fish arc very close. This again 
strengthens the belief that Selawik and Kobuk Hiver fi sh ·onstitute a 
single population. 
In ge11eral, inconnu Jrom Sehnvik and the Kobuk River show higher 
meristic counts than Yukon River fi sh, although this generalization does 
not hold true for vertebrae counts. 
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TABLE 15. MERI TIC CHARACTERS OF INCON. t! FRO\! VARIOUS 
SIBE HIA . . A1 ' D ALASKAN RIVERS 
Lt.·nn 
Boricov 
( 192 ) 
N 22 
Gill rnkcrs 19 .7 20.7 21.0 20 20.7 
l-6+1 5- 7+1 5-7+ 1 1 - 2 1 19- 2:) 
+ 12-15 + 13- 15 + 13- 15 
Lnternl lint• 103.7 106 10.5.9 112 110 
scnles 98 108 99- ll S 101- 112 107-11 5 101- 109 
Brnnchio-
stegnl~ 
Branched 
dorsal rays 
l1 n brnnch~ll 
dursa) rays 
Bmncbecl 
nnnl nlyl> 
U nhroochcd 
nnnl rnys 
10. 1 
9-11 
"16.1 
15-17 
10.9 
J0- 12 
11).3 
9--12 
10 
9-13 
.J.O 
3-5 
16.3 
15--17 
11.1 
11- 12 
13.2 
12-14 
:J.:j 
2-5 
lOA 
9- 11 
10 .. S 
9- 12 
3.9 
3-l 
16A 
14-17 
11.2 
1 1- 12 
13.3 
1:.- 15 
10 
9 I I 
10 12 
12-15 
Ob 
l'resrnt 
.;:,ludv 
~ i9 
Jrtysh 
).1cnshikov 
( 19:35) 
:\ == 61 
21 20.8 2 1 
1S-25 fi- 7 j 1 18- 3 
+ 13-1" 
110 11)2 104- 105 
102- 122 97-108 90-112 
10- 14 
3- '5 
11-16 
1-5 
9 .9 
!1-·1 1 
10.2 
9- 11 
1.2 
J-5 
J6 . .J 
15-17 
10.9 
10- ll 
13.8 
13-1.'5 
3.7 
--5 
10 13 
1:3-16 
3-5 
• Me1istic counts o f Oh River specim ens arr c:loscst to Yukon RIVer 
values except for P 1 rays, scales a bove the lateral liue, and total gill 
raker counts. Table 5 shows tha t values for Alaskan inconnu are within 
the range of values for Siberian inconnu. There seems to be a wide 
YaJiatiou in lateral lin(' scale counts for Siberian populations of S. l. nelma, 
and although the mean Siberian counts arc oft n higher, tllC:' Alaskan 
fish are within these limits. Kirilov ( 1962) found many differences in 
meri tic counts and morphological m asurements between inconnu pop-
ulations from various Siberian vater ·heds. Main differences were in 
anal tin rny counts and lateral line scale counts. He tlivided the inconnu 
( nelma) into three geographical forms: l. E uropean ( P chora River ), 
2. Siberian ( Ob Rtver). and 3. Lapte?v S 'a and East Siherian Sea. 
Lateral li11e scale counts prtJbably should not be used to separate sub-
species. ome authors have reported mean lateral lim· scale counts for 
S. 1. leucichthys and . l. macke11::.iei that are within the range reported 
for S. I. nelma. Both Berg ( 1948) and Krasikova ( 1949) listed the mean 
number of J teral lin • scales for S. l. lcucichthys as 109. Fuller ( 1955) 
and D},nond ( 1943) gave the mean number of I.tleral line scale!> lor S l 
macken;:.iei from the GrPat Sla\'t' Lake hasiu ,1s 97.9 and 10:3 respedi\'!~ly, 
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hut these counts were taken onl) to tht l'llll of tlw t'<tuclal peduncle. ~lean 
counts torS. /. 11elma rang<•d fron 91:1.7 ( lenwns. 1944) to 112 ( Boricov, 
1!12:1) ·o if the tlm•t> suhsp~;cies of S. feucichthys \·arrant suhspecific 
cll'signation. gill raker t·ounts ~bould be the deciding factor. 
On the basis of data pre~ented, all populations ol mconnu studied, and 
prohahh- all :\laskan inconnu in generaL should he clPsignated as 'lle11odrrs 
/cucichthys .1c/ma (Pallas). This conclusion is based on the morpho-
logical similarity and ·lose agreement of meristic: counts of the Alaskan 
mel Silwrian populations, cspt•cially in gill r;tkcr counts. 
AGE AND GROWTH 
A sample of scales fron 399 inconnu \vas read in an attempt to deter-
mine growth rat •, longevity, and age at sexual mahuity. Sixty-six were 
taken in the upper Yul-.on Hiver, 212 from Sel:m ik, 103 from the Kobuk 
Hin•r. H11tl 18 from tlw Chutanika River. 
The use of s al s for dctem1ination of age in fishes ],as hecu proven 
valid by many authors ( e .g. Van Oosten. 1923 and 1929; Cooper, 1951; 
and Cable, 1956) . Van Oosten worked with Coregonu.s ~p. whilt' Fuller 
( 194-), and Clumayevskaya-SvP.tovidova ( 1930), \\Orkcd specifically 
with Stcnvdu.s . 
.Criteria used in annul us detem1ination of inconnu "t'n' . 
I. Cutting a -ross must occur in the postero-lateral radii. (The last few 
circuli laid down at the end of the growing season arc not complete 
in the posterior field. The first ireulus laid down at th · beginning 
of th ' new growing season, being complete, .. ·uts across" the ends of 
these circu 1i . ) 
2. It must be possible to follow the firs t c irculus of the new y ar's growth 
completely around the scale. 
:3. Th re should be a definite lm·ak in the anterior field . The break is 
f ormt'd by irregularities in one or more circuli. 
1. T here should Le a dear unsculpturcd region in the posterior field. 
(Circuli b id down toward the end of the growing season a re incom-
plete, resulting in ur sculptured a reas.) 
.'5. Circuli laid clown at the end of the growiug season should be close 
together wh ile those laid d own at the beginning of the growing 
season should be far apart. 
It should he mentioned that the use of only one chanH.: teristic is not 
~uffieient to identify a true annulus. hut rather a combination of char-
acteristics should bt> used. The firs t two criteria were almost always 
met. More significance was attached to ··cutting across'' than to the other 
criteria. 
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Situations were often found where two annuli were very close to-
gether; however, most other criteria for annulus determination weP met. 
It was assume that each group of circuli represented a total year's 
growth and was a true annulus. There was no gt"neral pattern of occur-
rence of this phenomenon, but it was usually observed between the 
second and eighth annuli. Either growth was very slow in thesc years 
or else the rings are false annuli caused by a slowing down, then a 
resumption, of growth uring the grovving season. 
AGE ASSESS1-.1ENT 
In the present study, age of a fish was given as the number of com-
pleted annuli. Cooper ( 1951) said that the scalt• must begin to grow 
anew before the annulus could be identified. This method has been 
followed by humayevskaya-Svetovidova ( 1930) , and was utilized in the 
present study. Fuller ( 1947) assigned l1is specimens an age> at the end 
of the growing season in September. 
Growth beyond the outt:'r annulus (marginal growth) is indic;uted by 
a plus sign. A fish in early June, befor annulus fomu1tion, having passed 
through Jive win ters, would show four annubr rings and be dt' signatcd 
as 4+ years old. An annulus terminating the previous year's growth was 
detectable' and new growth rings representing growth of the current 
season were present on scales f Selawik inconnu taken in late Jun.e. 
Annul us formation therefore occurred in arly to mid-J u11e. Examination 
of scale from 18 fish from the Kobuk River taken between l4 and 28 July 
showed that all had formed an a1mulus and a number of circuli repre-
senting the curr nt year's growth. The time of annulus formation in Yukon 
River fish is probably in June also, since scale· of iuc.:onnu taken in mid-
July showed an annulus and some marginal gro\\'th. 
UsE oF BonY-SCALE RELATIONSHII' Ll ROWTH CALCULATJOI'\S 
The body-scale relationship depends on the premise that, sim;e the 
number of . cales on a fish remains constant throughout life, the' scales 
mu t grow at a rate proportional to that of the body. This method of 
calculating rate of growth from scales has gained widespread accPptance 
( L a, 1910; Taylor, .1916; Creaser, 1926; Van Oost n, 1929). 
In some fish, the mathematic.:al relationship between leu~th of ~cale 
and length of fish is nol <1 straight lin om, hut cur\'ilin<·ar For tht ~e 
rishes the logarithm of fish length and scale )pnglh e\hibits a straight 
line relationship. Sbumaycvskaya-S,·etoddo\ a ( 1930) found that the 
value of the ratio between length of fish and length of scale ( l s) of 
inconnu dcLn'ascs \\'itb int:rl'ase in l<nglh of fish. Slu usf'd thl' loga-
rithmic mPthod worked o11t by \1 onast\ rsky \ 1926). 
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The direct proportion method is used in this stuuy. In this method 
(\'an Oosten, 1929), the standard length attained hv tlw fish at the end 
nf year • is detcm1ined b} the following expression in which the third 
tt>m1 is nnl.:nown: 
Len!-{th o f s~:ah- indudo:d 
in .umulu~ uf yeur '\ ( s·) 
Total lenl!;th of sea~ 
radius ( S) 
l.eugth uf fish ut 
t•ml of }ei\r · < L'l 
Lt·ngth of fish at 
tim~ of t•apture ( L) 
!--.' 
ur s 
L' 
L 
\ limitation of the direct proportion method is that it docs not take into 
account the length of the fish at the time of seal£' formation. Scales of 
three inconuu of standard length 4.8. -:1.7. and 4.3 em tak n in the upper 
Yukon Riv r ·ontained five, three, and three circuli respectively. On this 
basis it was assumed that body length at time of scah~ formation is 2 em 
for purposes of this study. In the modified formula, thPn, the fourth term 
should read: Length of fish at time of capture (L ) minus lencrth of fish 
at time of scale formation ( '). 
ln back-calculating lengths of fish at the end of each year of life, 
eomputations w 're made using the <mterior scale radius. The reason for 
using the anterior radius was that annuli were oftPn difficult to locate in 
the posterior field, especially in older fish. However, it has been gen-
erally accepted (Cable, 1956; Van Oosten, 1929) that when the anterior 
radius is used, values tend to he lower (at lea.~t in early years of life) 
than if scale diamct r had been used. Van Oosten 1929 ) explained 
that, since 
The seal hypothesis really assumes a orrclation betwc '11 th 
increase in length of the body and length, not radius, of the scale, it 
might be possible to liminate the discrepancy between the calcu-
lated and actua l values by the empl ymcnt of diameters instead of 
anterior radii. 
Fuller ( 1947) compared alculatecl rate of growth in a sample of inconnu, 
using both th radius and diameter of the scale, with that of a sample of 
males and females of known length at lime of capture. lie found that the 
growth curve based on measurements of the d iameter exceeded the 
average while that based on the radius was lower than average in arly 
years of life. I obtained similar results in comparing growth rates based 
on m terior and posterior scale radii in that the posterior measurements 
exceeded the average in early years of life. Chumayevskaya-Svetovidova 
( 1930) used the antc1ior scale radius in hack-calculating lengths of Ob 
River inconnu. 
PHOCEDUI1E 
Scale samples were taken in an are· midway between the lateral line 
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TABL- 6. ~ lEAN BACK-CALCULATED LENGTHS OF EACH ACE-CLASS 
OF UJlPEH YUKON lUV H. 1:--ICONNU (SEXES L ~IPED) 
~k:\11 slandar 1 lenglh al end of each year of life ill centimeter~ 
Age ;tt 
capture ~ L, L, L ,. L, L, L. L, L, L, 
1+ 12 10.4 
2+ 1 7 .. 5 16.0 
3+ 
4..L 11 10 .8 18.9 25.3 .'31.0 
5+ 1.5 11.0 ] 8.3 23.9 2.8.7 :13.5 
o+ 6 1.3.5 21.5 28.4 33.5 38.1 42.6 
7+ lO 13.2 _J: 27.0 32.8 39.0 44.6 49.8 
8, 5 13.6 2 l.7 28.6 36.2 ·12.) 46.6 .5 1.2 53.1 
9-T- 6 10.5 18.7 25.7 30.7 37.3 43 .0 49 .. '3 .54 .9 58.6 
-66 !--fean lt·ng!l t fur all ag£- c l :. lSSl'~ 
l l.3 19.5 26.5 32.2 38.0 44.2 50.1 54.0 58.6 
cmd th origin of the dorsal fin . Scales were soakeLl in water, then 
scrubbed to remove mucous and epidermal covering. Two scales from 
eacl fish were mountC'd between glass sl ides in a water medium. Arter 
the first reading, the slides were taped together, making a permanent 
dry mount. All scales wer read t\ ice, and three tim<'s when the first 
two readings did not agree. If no agreement t:ould bt: reat:hcd,~ scales 
were discarded. A Bausch and Lomb Tri-Simpkx :\Hero-Projector at 
magnifications of 15x and 30x was used in scale reading, with a magni-
fication of 45x being used in difficult cases. Annuli were marked on 
note cards. This information was later used iu the calt:ulation of the 
annual growth rat'. Th re were many regenerated scales in which the 
normal, well-defined focus was replaced hy a large central area vith no 
circuli . Th sc sca les w rc discarded. 
Since fish length is often published in the literature as fork length, the 
following fom1ula for conversion of fork length to standard length was 
established: 
Agt> less than 3 years; N = 77 
Agt' l{n·a!Pr titan 3 year~; ;\J = 32\J 
RESULTS 
SL= .~9(FL ) 
SL = .Dl( FL) 
1\.nnual increment of growtla for eac·h fish was calculated using thl 
body-scale relationship. In this way il wa~ possible to follow the growth 
of each individual age-das~ and get some insight mto growth ratP during 
earl) year~ of life. ln the original analysis, length was hack-calculatel 
for both males and females. Bowen'!'. sincl' no difkrencl• was ohs(•rved 
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Figure ll . Average annual increment of growth in m st; udard length fo r Alaskan 
inconnu. 
between the sexes, data presented in Tables 6 to 9 are back-calculated 
lengths ell end of each year of life for lumped sexes. These data are 
shown graphically in F igure ll. The growth curve ror lhe Selawik sample 
was determined using only fish between ages 4 and 1.5 since there was 
only a small number of specim ns ir the older age-classes. In the Kobuk 
TARLE 7. \lEA?\ BACK-CALCULATED LE!\CTHS Ofo' EACH AGE-CLASS 
OF CHATA:-.IlKA RIVER Ii\C0:\1\U ( SEA."ES L 11\IPED) 
Mean stantla d length at end of each y ar of life iu ccnlim ters 
Age at 
captu re ~ L, L, L:: L, L., L, L, L, L,. L,., L" 
-5+ 2 1.5.0 2.5.0 37 .0 47.0 54.4 
6+ 2 15.5 27.9 .35.7 45.0 53.7 58.0 
7+ :3 1!5.4 16.2 35.7 43.1 48.9 5 -~ 58.9 
8 +· 7 16 .. 5 27.5 35.6 45.1 53.0 .'59.9 65.1 68.9 
9+ 1 15.1 27.0 34.4 40.9 41l.8 .54.0 58.6 62.9 68.0 
10+ 2 1-'5.8 22.7 28.1 35.7 42.0 4.7.8 52.7 60 .. '5 67.3 72.3 
11+ 1 HJ.O 16.0 22.0 28.0 39.0 49.0 56.0 61.4 66.0 71.0 76.0 
:-.1 = 18 llleao len,:(th for all age-classes 
14.8 2.J..fj 32.6 40.6 48.5 5.3.9 58.2 63.4 67.J 71.7 76.0 
w 
t-0 
TABLE ll. .\fEAN BACK-CALCULATED L£1\GTH OF EACH ACE CROUP OF SELA\VlK INCONNU (SEXES LUt-1PED, 
1\LL FISH OVER AGE 1.'3 ARE FDfALES) 
Age at 
A\·erage sta ndurd length at end of each ye<u of life in centi meters .-.,; 
- -- > 
captnrt• i\ L, L, L, L. L, L., Lo; L. L,. L". L, L, L,, L" L,.-. L111 L,, L" Lt1• L~. >< 0 
H :! l.f}j 23 .. '5 :31.7 3.'1.8 
z 
0 
.5+ :28 1:3.2 2:2.1 :21>.:3 :3.'3.4 39.2 I" ..., 
fl+ 48 13. ·I 22.H 29.2 34.6 40.1 46.4 >< 
7+ 21 1:3.1 23.0 28.9 34.4 40.2 46.2 5:?..3 > 
H+ 8 l:lO :?.0.8 27.0 34.2 40.4 44.8 5Ul 'i5.:?. ~ 
1-l+ 9 12 .. ') 21.2 27.2 .33 .. 5 40.0 44.0 49.1 54.2 .'59 .. 5 t:rl 
10+ 12 1.1 .. '5 21.2 27.1 33.4 39.2 45 .8 .51.1 .57.1 62.6 06.R n 0 
11-+ 14 14 .') 22.6 28.7 3.5.0 40.7 45.8 51.0 .'56.4 62.1 6fl .3 7:3.0 t"' 
12-r 20 12 I 20.2 26.4 32.1 38.3 43.9 .'50.0 .'5.'5 .. 5 60.0 65.6 71.3 76.2 g 
13+ 2(i 13.1 20.2 2.'5 .4 31.0 37.2 t2:2 47.3 52.:-, .57.4 63.1 69.2 74 . .5 79.'i >-<: 
l·t+ 17 l2 . .'i 18.8 :2.3..'3 2!}..'5 3.'5.5 40.9 46.0 .'11.2 .')6.:3 61.3 66 .7 72.0 77 . .5 82.0 0 .., 
1.'5...:... 4 1:2.(} 20.6 :?.6.3 31.6 38.9 43./l 49 .7 .'56.0 60.6 64.5 68.0 72.6 77..'5 82.0 8.5.9 ..., 
lfl+ - ~ 17-r l I 1.·1 21.0 27.9 :l1,0 37.:3 44.4 .50 .!1 .55.0 .'59.0 63.0 69.0 75.0 79.3 8.'5 .. 5 92 .0 95J} 99.4 
IIH 1 1-tll 20 ./l 24 .. 1 Tl.O 37 !'l 42.0 -!.5.4 -tl:l..t 5:3.0 57.4 60 .. 9 66.0 70.5 77 .0 82.8 87.0 9 1.0 96 .0 ...... '7. 
IH , (') 0 
20+ I 12.7 21.0 27.0 31.0 36.7 to.O 44.0 46.3 52.0 56.0 63 .0 70.0 7.'5.4 82.0 87 .8 90.7 93.0 96.0 98.4 101.9 ~ 
7: 
~ = 2 12 Mean ll'nJ.,rth tor all asrc-classcs c 
1.3.1 19.1 '.!.7.2 .'3:3.3 .'38.6 44.0 48.9 53.4 .'58.3 62.9 67.6 72.3 76.(i 81.7 87 .1 91.2 94 .. 5 96.0 98.4 10Ul 
, 
TABLE H. \lEAl'\ .BACK-CALCULATED LENGTH OF EACfl AGE CROUP OF KOBCK RIVER Ii\CON~U (SEXES 
LU\1PED, ALL FlSTI 0\'EH AGE I-I \HE FE\ I \LES) 
- --
Average standard hmgth <lt end of each year of life in centimelt>rs 
Age at 
capture 1\ L, Lo L , L , J,., L L, L. L,. 1-:·· Ln L~e L,, L" L,-. L,,, L., L,. L, --· 
5+ 1 15.2 27.0 33.6 .'38 .0 42.0 
6+ 1 10.3 19.0 24.3 30.5 37.0 430 
+ 7 13.6 22.6 28.6 .'35.1 41.2 47.1 5-1.0 
8+ 10 13.3 24.6 30.5 36.2 4:2.7 47.9 53..'5 59.1 
9+ 8 13.1 24.5 34.1 40 .7 47 .1 .53.6 58.1 64.7 71.1 
10+ 6 12.1 21.2 29.2 37.() 44.1 48.6 55.3 60 . .'5 66.1 72.6 
11+ 12 13.7 20.5 27A 33.9 40.0 46.3 .'52.6 57.9 Ci4.8 (i9.7 74.6 
12+ ],') 13.5 21.2 27.5 33.6 38.R 44.5 4H.9 5-5.5 61.:2 67.0 72.2 76.2 
13+ 20 13.8 20.6 26.4 32.9 3S.2 ·13.3 4R.8 5-U. 59.6 fifi 2 71 2 76.() 8 1.5 
14+ 9 13 . .5 20 .3 25.8 30.7 36.1 41.9 47.4 52.4 57.9 (i2.9 61).-1 73 .. 5 78.2 82.4 
1.'5+ 3 11.8 18.9 24. 1 30.0 -34 0 39.0 43.9 .'ll.2 fi6.0 62.5 68.0 74.2 79.4 83.8 86.7 
16+ 2 13.7 23.1 28.0 :34.4 38 . .5 42 . .'5 4G .. 5 .52.2 56.4 61.:3 66.0 70.2 75.0 78 .. 5 83.3 87.0 
17 + .5 12.4 20.0 26.4 .30.6 34.8 39.3 43 .9 48.9 .'54.2 60.0 6-tH 70 .. 5 75.1 80.3 H4 .1 87 .. '3 9n .• "i 
18, 3 12.7 21.4 27.0 :32.9 40.3 46.9 .52.7 .'57 .1 62.3 66.3 n.6 77.8 81.8 86.7 90.9 9-l.-+ 97.3 I()().() 
19+ I 12.8 21.0 27.6 3-5.:2 41.0 47.0 51.9 .59.2 (14.0 69.0 72.4 7b.O 84.0 88.3 93 .. 5 96.!5 102.0 10.5.2 !08.0 
-
N = 103 I\ lea n lt•ngth f!ir all age-das~es 
l-3.0 21.7 28.0 34. 1 :39.7 -15.1 50.6 56.1 61.2 65.6 70.0 74.6 79.3 83.3 87.7 91.3 96.6 102.6 !08.0 
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River sample, fish from age-classes !5, 6, and 19 were not used in om-
piling Figure 11 because of tl e sm~11l number of fish in these ag classes. 
Despite a small sample, age and growth information is presented for the 
Chatanika Ri er fish because th~y exhibit such a rapid rate of growth. 
As reveal ·d by Figure 11, all samplc>s show a high growth increment 
the first y a r of life, then a r apid decrea.~c the second and third years of 
life. The annual in TCtn<"l t of growth for tl1c Yt1kon River fish continues 
to decrease un6l the fourth year. It then levels off until the seven th year 
wh ·n it again shows a rapid drop. The C hatanika sample shows a 
rapid decrease after age five . ;\laximum size reported for upper Yukon 
River fish is 6 kg (Dymond, 194:3) . In the present study, a specimen 
w ighing 5 kg was 9 years old. 
Growth rates of Selawih. and Kobuk River fjsh parallel each other 
(Fig. ll ). Except for age 10, the growth curves are almost superimposed. 
Growth rate for the two samples is quite steady fron age :3 to age 10 
( age 9 for Selawik fish) with the annual increment decreasing hy only 
1 em (from 6 em per year to 5 em per year) during these 7 years. After 
age to there is a gradual decrease in annual growth incrC'ments, but by 
age 1.5 the annual increment is l!till almost 4 em. 
Growth of Alaskan inconnu is compared with growth of Siberian 
inconnu in Table 10. Data for S. l. le11cichthys and S. 7. mackcuziei arc 
also included. There app ar lo be differences in rowth rates between 
v~u·ious populations of inconnu. ln general, growth rates for Alaskan 
inconnu are slower than those for the Sib •rian fish. Pechora H.iver in-
eonnu grow more slowly than the Alaskan fish until age 10. TI1c largest 
inconnu reported in the literal urP arc Kirilm·'s ( 1962) record of 135 em 
fish and Andriyashcv's ( 1954) record of a 141 em (probably for'k length ) 
specimen. On the basi~ of infom1ation at hand, ne can only speculate 
on the reasons lor the slow r growth rates of Alaskan inconnu. Longer 
Russian grO\ving seasons as well as differences in basic productivity of 
the watersheds may he contributing factors. It would be worthwhile to 
obtain growth information on known-age specimens to dctf'rmine if and 
when false annuli are fmmed. 
Growth rale of ,aspian S ·a S. 7. lellciclJthys is phcllomenal. The length 
at the end oi age four is in most cases O\ er twice the length reported 
for . 1. nclma HO\H'H'J, tht Caspian Sea nwonnu appart'nt ly uo<·s not 
liv<:' as long a.\ th< subspecies 11elma. as Berg ( 19115) stated that maximum 
age of females was 9+ vears and of malt•s H-l y< ars. 
Growth rates of S. l. mach•rJziei from Great Slave Lake art faster than 
~'Towth ra es of :\.lask.m inconnu utilizl·d i11 tlm. stuclv, hut intemwcltate 
among growth rates of various Russian populatio11s. 
Art• a 
Yukon River 
Pre~ent sl11dy 
~=-'52 
Selawik 
TABLE 10. GROWTH OF INCO:--JNU FRO~T r\OHTH A\IERICA A:-.!D THE USSR 
Length at various as:>;es in centimeters 
Age: l 2 .'3 ·1 .5 6 7 R 9 10 ll 12 13 14 15 16 17 IH 
11 .3 19.5 26.5 32.2 .'38.0 -1 ·1.:?. .50.1 .54.0 58.0 
Present study 
)'.. = 202 
Kobuk R. 
13.1 19.1 27.2 33.3 31Hi 4·1.U 48.9 ,'5;3.4 :jfj_:3 (i2.9 !i7 (i 72.3 7(Hi 81.7 b7.1 lJI.::! ~Jt..S 'l(i 1J 
P re.,cnt study 
;..r = 101 
\ ' ilyui H. 
13.0 21.7 28.0 34.1 39.7 4.'U 50.Ci .S(l.l 6U 6.5.fl 70.0 74.Ci 7LJ.3 83.3 S7.7 \11.3 Yri.6 111:2 6 
KiriiO\ ( 1 !:J(i2 )' 65.0 7.'3.0 7H.O HO.O 86.0 !JO.O !=JS.O 1 OH l I H 2-1 11 ·1 
:"\) = 72 
Ob R. 
Chnn myev~1.aya-
Svctovidova ( 1930 ) 1:32 20.6 26.8 3.:!.2 .:!2.0 48.5 54.~ fi1.5 f!7.7 72.1 76.;'5 lll.:3 8-1.6 89.9 98JJ 
1\ = 433 
Pechora H. 
Berg ( 1948) 
Caspian Sea 
Podksnyi ( 1947 l ' 
Great Slave Lake 
Fuller ( 195.5 )' 
N=298 
9.9 17.9 24...! 30.0 37 .. 5 43.6 .50.8 .57.3 6-Ul 67 .. 5 71.1 76.5 HU.l b4_(l b7.G 1JO. I 
l\1alcs 8UJ 86.6 90.8 93.7 
~-emales 39 .. 1 91.1 94.4 100 101 
14.6 24.7 31.2 40.3 47.3 52.9 57.2 fil.O 6:=>.7 6H.S 7'2.7 
1 All fish maturc and taken ou ~puwning ground; c mpirienl data only. ~le,"urcmenl\ ou Rnssinn fish prohahly in fork l(·ngth, 
Alnskau dnta in stanuard lengtJ1. 
'Stenodus leucichthr1s leucichtl•us. 
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F"igun' 12. Length-weight wlalinnship for males and fprnaJc, from S<'la" ik. AJa,kJ. 
L~'CTH-\VncJtT HELATIONSHlP 
\\'eight of inconnu a l capture was plotted ugaiust stcllldard length at 
capture to detem1ine the relationship bC'twcen length and weight. Plot-
ling was clom h) ~ln IB I 1620 computer. Length-weight information was 
recorded for Yukon Riwr, Selawik, and Kobuk Rin'r fish. L·ngth-weight 
curves were also fitted to Lhe Jata usin~; tlw foliO\dng equations· 
tlpprr Yukon Riwr, '~''\f's niwn \V 1.830 X tn·r I""~'' 
Selawik, males W 6.8:!.6 X In-· L"' 
St•l:\wik, females \\' = 2.!JOB X 10""'' (.'·"""' 
Sela'' ik, mi\cd , .. xes \\ :' 314 w-• L .. ,.,.. 
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Figure 13. Lengtb-11 ·ig!tt n-latiomhip for males and female, from the Kobuk 
Ri er, Alaska . 
Kobuk River, males 
Kobuk River, fCIIlGic' 
Kobuk Ri\er, mixed sn.cs 
\V = .'5 .44.'3 X Hl-" L"·''"' 
\V = 7.136 X o-• L"·'"' 
\\' = 2.00.5 X lO-' L "·'""' 
wlH:!H.' VI/ = weight in grams and L =standard length in millimeters. 
Length-weight curves, as well as actual valnes for Selawik males <llld 
Jemales, are plotted in Figure 12, while the curves for Kobuk River males 
and females are plotted in Figure 1:3. The le11gth-wC'ight curves for 
inconnu ( mi,·ed sexes) from Lhc upper Yukon River, Selawik, and tlll' 
Kobuk River arc presented in Figure 14. 
The leugth-weight cqucttion for the Y ukou Hiver sample was d ter-
mined using a large number of small fish. The largest specimen was 6 em 
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Figure 14. Length-' ·ight c:un e' fnr inc:IJnnu ( 'exe~ lumped) from the upper 
Yukon River, Selawik. aud tlw Kobuk Riwr, Ala ka. 
long. Since the overlap area of lengths of fish from tlw upper Yukon area 
and the Selawik-Kohuk area is low, no statistical compari ODS of tllC' 
length-weight relationships of the various populations have been at-
tempted. Jn general. it appears that Yukon River inconnu attain a greater 
weight cr unit length than Selawik-Kobuk fish. 
The length-weight curves of Selawik and Kobuk Hiver inconnu are 
almost identical (Fig. 14)- The Kobuk River curP is steeper than the 
Selawik curve after a standard length of about 69 em is reac:hf'd, hut the 
difference is very slight and probably due to the fa t that most fish in 
the Kohuk samp e are ripe and about to spawn while a lar!le proportion 
of lht· St'la\\ ik sample consists of immature and unripe fish. It is felt how-
ever, that the increase in body weight brought about by f urtlwr maturation 
of the gonads in the Kobuk River fish is almost offset hy the loss of body 
fats in migrating up tream witbont fPeding. 
For the Kohu'k and Selawi'k samples, length-w<.'igbt curves were plotted 
for both mal •s and femah~s. Examination of Figmes 12 and 13 shows that 
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males are hea\ier than females among smaller fish whil femal · art• 
heavier per unit length than males among older fish. For th Kohnk fi. h 
this relationship has been derived from a sampl oJ fi h h l\ u 54 
and 103 em standard length takt'n during the summ r, prior to spawnin r. 
The point of intersection is at a standard length of 69 em, which corre-
sponds to a \\eight of -4.2 kg and an age of 9 to 11 years. This roughl. -
correspond~ to the age at sexua 1 maturity for lemales. It seems lik ly 
that greater ovary weights accounted for most of the difference observed 
in th two curves. A 20 kg female aken at Kohuk on 16 August 1965 
contained -i kg of eggs, or 207< of total weigh t. In ~eneral appearance, 
the larger males seemed longer and slimmer than fema les of the same 
w ight even discounting gonad size. Examination of Figure 12 shows 
tha t, among Selawik inconnu, females of length greater than 46 em 
weigh more than males of comparable length. Th • length range of 
Selawik fish was 40 to 105 em ·md contained many immatur fish. 
Since tl1 • samples from which the length-weight equations have b en 
determined were taken d uring a limited period of time, comparisons 
should be made with fish captured a the same time of the ear. Fish 
taken during the winter in Ilotham In let. for example, might show a dif-
ferent length-weigh t relationship than the Kobuk River summer sample. 
Feeding can also change the length-weight relationship. Inconnu tak n 
at the mouth of the Tuklomarak River in early June had b et feeding 
h avily prior to capture and contained heavy fat deposits as well as ·1 
large proportion of full stomachs. The ideal situation would he to have 
adequate sampl s covering the ntin.:> year. 
MOVEMENTS AND SPAW ' ING 
MovEMEl'HS IK nm UPPER YuxoN fuvEn 
Inconnu populations in Alaska can be class ified as fluvial or semi-
anadromus ( estuarine anadromus) . It appears likely that the upper 
Yukon River fish do nut migrate to the mouth of the Yukon but arc a 
local population. Win cring a reas for tht'sc fish are probably in the main 
Yukon Hivcr. Menshikoy ( 1935) mentioned that inconnu are year round 
local r sidents in the Irtysh Hiver and its tributaries. 
In 1964, the Hrst inconn 1 taken a t Circle, 1,900 km ( 1,200 miles ) up 
from the mouth, was caught on 4 June. In July and August the fish are 
found near the mouths of tributary rivers of the Yukon aud in adjacent, 
·lack-wat r areas of the main Yukon River. Spawning g1·otmds of upper 
Yukon River fish ar in tributary rivers of the Yukon. These are clear-
water streams and contain suitable spav.rning gravel. The time of ntry 
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into the spawning streams is ariable. In 1961 a G kg mature female 
was taken approximately 80 km (50 miles) up the Fortymil River in 
July. In 1964 matu re females were taken thr ughout August in the Yukon 
River, and on ...:> September a mature female was taken a t the mouth of 
th Charley River. Since spawning grounds are located only a short dis-
hwce up trib nt m rivers, the spawning migration cou]J be delayed 
u ntil September. Spawning activit ' was not observcJ in the Yukon Hi cr . 
~IovE:\rEl\'TS L'\ 1I1E KoBUK-SEI.A\\TK A1 EA 
Inconnu from th Selawik-Kobuk drainages winter in Seh1\\·ik Lake 
<Uld Hotbam Inlet, arriving in large n 1mbers in September and October. 
Immature inconnu are taken in Selaw ik Lake tlll'oughon t the yf·ar ( Vera 
Skin viva ·uce). LocalrE·sidents say there is an intermingling of Selawik 
Lake ~UJd Hotham Inlet fish during the w inter. It is not lmown for 
certain if the Selawik Lake popu!ati( n s1 awns exclmively in the ·lawik 
River drainage and if the Hotham lnlet popnlation spawns exclusively 
in the Kobuk River, or if there is an interchange. Similarities in morpho-
logical and meristic characte rs, growth rates, anJ the physical ·onnection 
between tl1 t\vo bodies of va ter ,., ould indicate close association. 
Mov ment in S lawik Lake seems to be that of a school or schools 
moving constan tly in search of a schooling pr<>y species ( Gon•gorw.s 
sardine7la) . Main concentrations of incomm in S ' la 'ik Lake durinff tnc 
spring \\'ere off the mouths of the Tuklomarak and Selawik Rivers. In 
1965, the ic<-· went oul of tlw Selawik Ri\'cr on 2 June and out of the 
Tuklomarak HinT on .5 June . ~inc in onnu ' 'ere taken by rod and reel 
in Selawik River 25 km np from the month on .3 June. Inconnu enter the 
Tuklomarak River as soon as the ice goes out. and large numb ·rs are 
taken hy native fishermen at this time. ~[any of the fish entering the 
Tuklomarak are fish that \\auld spawn in the fall. Assuming that a11 
spawning occurs in the Selawik Hiver, these m:.turc fish would enter 
Selawik River via the Tuklomarak River, Tuklomarak Lake, Fox River, 
Inland LakC' route. It is nol 1.nown how fish from the Tuklomarak River 
reached ~clawik River to spaw11 before the man-made channel was dug 
in 1960. 
The upriver migration, al le!tst in the !O\\'t'r rc>achc s of the fnklomarak 
consist of both mature and immatme fisl1 Sdawik residPnls report that 
mmty of the immature in<:onnu ascending the Tuklomarak Riwr spl•nd 
the summer in the Tuklomarak and Inland Lake arc·a ami r tum to Sela-
wik Lake in late Aut,'Ust and Sl•ptember. 
Spawning areas of St-Ja,,·ik Ltke im·omHJ an· locat •d approximately 
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2.00 krn ( 12.5 miles) up the Selawik H.i\ er ( TPd Davis Piva voce). Down-
stream migrants are taken in the slow moving water of the Sela\ ' ik Hivt>r 
at Selawik in October, -overnbcr, and Dccemh ·r ou th ir r ·tum t da-
wik Lake. 
In 1965, the spawning migration Uil the Kobuk Hi\er lwgan immeuiately 
after ice-ont ( 31 :\lay), aud man} fish "l're takeu at Noorvik on 2 June. 
Both matur and immature fisb start the spawning migration. numb r 
or immature inconnu were taken at Kian· , 99 km ( 62 miles) upriv r, 
on 14 July 1965. The only other immature fish observed was a 2.1 kg 
male taken at Kobuk on 27 August. Immature fish probably pend the A'~ 
summer in the Kotzehue Sound-Hotham Inl 'l area and ' or in the lower f~ 
reaches of the Kobuk River. The upstream migration is quit pro-
tracted, cutd fish may remain in deep pools and eddies for some time 
before t'Ontinuing upstream. On 17 July 1965. incounu \\'ere taken at 
Ponoktorak, 48 km ( 30 miles) below Ambler, by hook and line. The first 
fish had been taken at Shungnak and Kobuk by mid-July. Kobuk r<.'si-
dents r ported that some upstream migrants reached the mouth of Reed 
lHver, 670 J.:m ( 420 rniles) from the mouth of the Kobuk River, and start 
downstream 1)rior to spawning. Gill nets ·ct in thi · area on 1 and 2 
September failed to take any inconnu. The spe ·i s lw s h(>cn reported as 
far upstream as Lower Kobuk Canyon. where rapids <Uld falls act as a 
barrier lo fur ther movement. The fish aniw in the vicinity o l the 
spawning grmmds in late August and early September and ar found in 
areas of deep, rehltiYely slow m oving water, and occasion· lly off gravel 
bars. 
~lovEl\fE!\'TS OF YouNc lNCONI\"U 
In 196 , 81 inconnu young-of-the-year, 12 of age-class l-1 and l of 
age-class 2+ were taken by seine in the upper Yukon River b tween 
27 July and 31 August (Fig. 15 ) . Fish were taken in shallow, silty, slack-
water areas of the Yuk01 River near mouths of Yukon River trib utalies. 
Samp ling by seine a nd hoop net upstream in h·ibutar~· r ivers fa il d to 
take young it connu. 
Efforts to capture young inconnu by seining iu the Kobuk and Selawik 
areas were unsuccessfuL in 1965. The youngest ~pecimen taken belonged 
to ag'-class 4+, so fish of age-class 0+, 1+, 2+ and :3+ remained un-
sampkd. Hesidcnts of Selawik and the Kobuk v·11ley did not recall ob-
serving young inconnu. Consequently, lhe view held by Russian workers 
(e.g., Kirilov, 1962) that young inconnu are carried by the spring floods 
to the lower reaches of the rivers or into brackish water where the early 
years of life arc spent, appears to be supported by negative evidence. 
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F igure 15. ) oung il1connu tal en i11 th · upper Yukon River, Ah1sb, between 28 
] 1ily nnd 2(; August 1964. Top fish- age-c:lass I +, standard length 15 m ; other 
I ish all age-d ass 0+, stamlard length frllm 4.3 to 10 ~111. • 'ott• thut tl1e lower 
jaw projeds I'VCll i11 mall fish. 
SP :\ Wl'\1 'G 
T he spawning migration up the Kobuk River was followed hy boat 
from 13 July through Septemh r 196.5. After interviewing approximately 
:30 people from Kotzebue, Selawik, and the Kobuk valley, it was con-
cluded that Kobuk River inconnu spawned in the upper Kobuk River in 
late September. l\1uny residcnls had aelunll~ observed inconuu spawn. 
The Kobuk Biver from Kobuk village to 24 km ( 1.5 milt's) above Reed 
River was l'Xamined for spawning habi ta t. A sl 1dy a rea was set up from 
Kalla, 35 km ( 22 miles ) a hove Kobuk, to an area 69 km ( .J3 miles) above 
Kohuk sine· thl' bottom in thi:-. nr<>a was similar to spawning habitat <ts 
described by Kohuk n ·sidents . Camp \\"as set up at Kalla and templ'raturl'S 
\vere takt•n three times daily Spawning ohsen atiolls were mach• from 
27 to 30 eplember at Kalla. ln Hl66. the pe1iod hom 14 to :30 September 
was spenl in the area of the spawning grounds. \ \ ' eather data ' ere 
taken. 153 fish \\"l re examined. and spawnin~ ohsen ations \\ere carril'u 
out from 26 to 29 SC'ptem lwr. 
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\1 at urity and Fecundity-Gonads wt'rP well developed in all mutun 
wcunnu examined on the Kobuk River i11 1965. Eggs increased v ry 
little in diameter from 24 July when tlwv ''en' slightly 1 •ss than 2.~ 
mm in diamctf'r, to the tinw of spawning when average egg diam ter 
was 2.5 mm. \·\'eight ot Llw onuies avcragr:·d hetwe •n 20 and 25% of 
hotly weight at the timt· nf sp;nming. • 20 kg female examined on 25 
August cont ined 4 kg of eggs which averaged 2.5 mm in diameter. An 
18 kg female contained 4.1 kg of eggs, and a 10.1 kg Fish taken from the 
spawning ground 011 28 September contaitwd 148,000 ggs ( 1.7 kg) of 
2.5 mm diameter. According to Russiat data, inconnu fecundity might 
\'ary bctwet'n 100,000 and 350,000 eggs p ·r female. 
On 27 August 1965, testes were htmh1g white and becoming milky. 
Eggs were still in a solid cluster. On 16 September, eggs were still in 
clusters, but milt could be t'\pelled with application of pressure. On 19 
September, milt was runn in g freely. Ou 24 Septemh r, eggs could be 
xpelled by applyin~ pressure, hut it was not until 27 Septemb r, the first 
day of spawning observations, that eggs wcre observed running freely. In 
1966, milt was running freely from males on 14 and 15 Sep mber, but 
then. with a general riS(' in temperatures, milt was nol observed nmning 
again until 24 S ptember. 
One could follow tl tc decrcasc in body fat as the fish migrated up the 
Kobuk River. Except for a few males , inconnu on the spa\ovning ground 
had utilized all excess visceral fa . 
In 1965, 68 inconnu were taken from the vici nity of the spawning 
grounds betw en 15 and 30 Seplemb r by gill net, b each seine, and hook 
and line. No immature or non-spawning fi sh were taken on the spawning 
grounds in either 1965 or 1966. The 32 males averaged 5.1 kg (range 
2.6 kg to 8 kg), and 36 females averaged 9.7 kg (range 5.4 to 16.1 kg). 
In 1966, 163 inconnu were tak n from the vicinity of the spawning 
gr unds betweeu 14 and 30 Septemuer by hook and lin , beach seine, and 
gill ne t. The 88 females averaged 9.4 kg (range 4.8 to 22.3 kg), vhile 
tho 65 males averaged 4.6 kg (range 2.7 to 9.1 kg) . It is fel t that this 
sex ratio of 1.4 females per male docs not reflect the true ·ex ratio. The 
only spawning ground sex ratios found in the litcralw- are mentioned 
by Kirilov (1962) and Vork ( 1948a). Kirilov, who gav the composition 
as 651c male!> an :35'7~ females, rnentione that the sex ratio chc nged from 
year to year. He also stated that C. V. Averintsev ( 193.3) found that 
f males spawn accompanied hy two males, and that P . L. Preshnikov 
took the sex ratio to b<:> nearly 1: I. Vork stat<:>d that females spawn in 
<lccompaniment with lwo males and gave th<' percent of males on the 
spawn ing ground duri t g the spawniug period as: beginning of spawu-
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TABLE Jl . AGE AT SEX AL ~IATURITY OF ALASKA INCON:-.IU (~I 
~JALES , F = f'E\1ALES) 
Age 
Arc>u Spx :<;6;- 7+ S+ 9+ HJ-l- 11 + 12+ ~13 -j -
Imm. 34 13 2 1 1 0 0 
Seluwik 
/ll nture 0 0 0 2 .5 (:j 5 4 
!\ = :...12 I mm . 39 7 5 i5 1 0 0 0 
F ~ la ture 0 0 0 0 5 7 15 46 
Imm. l 4 2 0 0 0 () 0 
i\1 \ bttne 0 2 4 8 ;j R 12 :] 
Kob11k H. 
!\ = 103 ln u11. 1 1 4 0 () () () () 
F :-.!alure 0 0 () () l 4 .3 20 
Imm. 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 :-.1 :-. I at me () () () () 0 0 0 0 
YukO Jl R. 
N =37 l illlll . 10 4 l 2 0 () 0 0 
F \laturc () 1 :3 4 0 0 () 0 
5+ 6+ 
lmm. 0 0 0 () 0 0 0 0 () 
\1 ll.bture 2 2 :3 ,') () 1 () () () 
Cl1uttmik;L 
H1ver Imm. 0 0 () 0 0 0 () 0 (i 
\1 = 18 F \!alure 0 () () 2 l l 1 () 0 
ing, 59'7r; end of spa \'Ding. 697<- . Th<' rPason given for this change is 
that males linger on the ~pawning grow1d longer and one malt' probably 
fertilizes eggs from more than one female . In 1966, Ll female accom-
panied by a single maiP w;ls obserwd swimming back upstream on the 
spawning ground during spawning. ~o observations were made in 1965 
or 1966 to indicate that two males accompany a female during spa\\'ning. 
ge at sexual matmity, as shown in Tablt> 11, is as follows: Selawik 
males, 9 years; females, 10 yems; Kobuk males, 7 to t> years; fema les , 10 
)-Cars; Upper Yukon- no mature males, hut probably 6 to I) YL'<HS; females, 
S lo 9 years; and Chalanika Riwr males, 5 to 6 y<·ars: and females, 8 years. 
B1•r!-!: ( 19-18) ~ave the age at sexual maturity of Pechora Hi\'l'r inconnu as 
not less than 1:3 yf'ars old, males m th< )o\\'er n •achcs of the Yenesei River 
as 8 Lo 9 yC'<lfS, and females as 9 to 10; and Kolyma Rin•r males as 11 to 12 
years, and females from 14 yean;. The smallest mature mak tak('n from 
the S!Xl\nting grounds on tlH' Kobuk Rher \\l'ighed 2 .. ) kg ctlltl the 
smallest fl"male \\'<'iglwd ..J-.S kg. 
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Tempt'ralrtre-Oplimum "ater tl'mpl·ratun·s for spa\1 ning \ '<LT} from 
watcr!ihed to watershed and possibly from year to year. The HJ65 Kohuk 
River air and \\ atcr temperatures :1re presented in Figure 16. In 1965. 
spawning activity occurred at w,1ter temperature between l. 1 and 4.·± C 
(optimum 2.6 to .3.2 C). \\'bile i.n 1966 water temperature remained con-
stunt at 4.4 to 4.6 C during tlw spawning ]Wriod. \lajor spmming <~ctivity 
in 1965 was between 27 and 29 September and in 1966 occurred bet\1 een 
25 and 29 S<~ptemher, a lthough some spawning occurred bdore that date 
in both year!i. I· uller ( 1955) indicated that Great Slave Lake inconnu 
spawn the first week in October. \'ork ( 1948a) reported that Ob River 
fbh spa" n in October at water temperature hetwt-en 1.5 and. 8.2 C ( opti-
mum 7.6 C) . Kirilov ( 1962) stated that Vi!yui Riv r fish spawn from 
1 to 20 October at temperatures bet\veen 0 and 5.8 C. The spawning 
grounds of Alaskan inconnu are located farther north tban the spawnin ' 
grounds of Russian fish, and this fact might account for the differences in 
spawning tempera tures and dates. 
Spmc11i11g Habitat-Spawning occuned in the Kobuk River in the 
relatively swift main current, hoth where it lliO\'ed along the cut hank 
and also in the center of the channel as the current swung to the opposite 
shore. l\o spawning was observed on gravel bars on the inside curve of 
th~ ri\'er wht~re the current was slower. \Iajor spawning grounds were 
located between 38 and 48 km ( 24 and 30 miles) abow Kobuk village. 
Water depth in 1965 was bet\vecn 1.8 and 2.7 m. In 1966, spawning 
occurred in water depths of 1.2 to 2.4 m wi th the major spawning activity 
in water hom 1.5 to 1.8 m. In optimum spawning habitat, the bottom is 
compos cl of differPnlially-siz d , coarse gravel with no silt aud some sand 
present. Some spawning oc:cuned over unifom1ly-sized gran·l, and twice 
fish were seen spawning over a bottom 50%· covered by sand. Interstices 
between the larger gravel are filled with smaller gravel anJ sand. Swift 
current keeps the bottom silt-free. It appears that the presence of 
differ ntially sized gravel is a prerequisite to in ·ure lodging < f the eggs. 
With a bottom of uniform) sized gravel, t1Je eggs might fail to lodge, clue 
to the swift curreut, and be carried out int th slo\\'-moving "ater where 
there is more silt, thus r clueing changes for survival. 
Spawning Behavior-In 1965, ineonnu were observed spawning in the 
main current off the upper end of a gravel bar 38 km above Kobuk 
at 3 P [ on 27 September ( Fig . 17). At this time the Kobuk River 
crested at .9 to 1.2 m above normal following heavy rain and snow falls. 
The normally clear water was extremely turbid. Six spawning splashes 
probably three females ) wn heard on this spawning ground between 
3 and 3:30 PM, six splashes between 5:07 and 5:31 PM, and six again 
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T empera tures taken on the ~pawning gronnds on upper Kolmk River in 
1965. Temp ·rnturc shown is mean of read ings taken at 6 Al\1 , nnon, 
:md 9 Pl\1. 
between 7:30 and S P~1. Between :3:50 and -l:.r, two spm\lling fish 
wen~ observed on the ~pawni11g grow1d nt>ar Harvey's fish ~torage shed 
(locally called Harvey's Bar) 4.5 km ( 28 miles ) abO\·e Kobuk. The 
mornings of 28 and 29 September were spent on the spawning grow1ds, 
bu t no spawning was ohscrved; however. fish were seen leav ing the 
shallow 'vater areas clos • to shore. Spmming activity e' idently does not 
begin until late afternoon. On 28 September no spawning was observed 
off the Harvey Bar between 2:20 and .3:44 P~f. but one fish was observed 
spawning at 3:4.'5 P~L Then· \\'aS much spawning activit} off the bar 
38 km ( 24 miles) a hove Kobuk bctwf>en 4 :0-l and 5:.30 PM. This was 
the peak of spawning ( vater temperature 2.6 C). Spawning occurred 
along a 360 rn length of channel off the Harvey Bar, and oftr;n two fema les 
were obscn·ed spawning at the same time hut in diffe?n:'nl areas. On 29 
SqJh:'mhu 1965 spa"ning eommenet·d at 4.20 P\f, ;tllll four spawuing 
splashes were observed from tl'Us tim!" to 4:46. One fish spawning at this 
time was taken hy book and lim• as iL cntl'rcd the shaJlow water m·ar 
·hon· after two spawning spurts ( #.35.3 pmtiall~· spPnt 10.4 kg f<'rnal<> ). 
At 5:10 P~l a beach st·ine haul on the gran:'l bar belm\ tl1e spawning area 
took four inconnu and hundreds of gray ling ,md whitefish which had 
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Figure 17. Spawning ground locateJ 38 km ( 24 miles) abo e Kobuk on the 
Kobnk River, Ale ~ktl. This was a major spawning area in 1965. 
been feeding on inconnu eggs. Between 4:46 and 5:40 P~1, si.x spawning 
splashes were heard. and from .5:40 until 10 Pr-.1 only two spawning 
splash s were heard. Air temperature was - 8.3 C and water temperature 
was 1.7 C. ?\!o fish -.vere oho;etYed spawning on 30 S ptem ber, and slush 
ice was r Inning in the Kobu · River. Althougl historical spawning 
f!;rOunds in the Kalla area ( 35 to 38 km above Kobllk) and above the 
mouth or the ~[aun eluk River ( 64 km above Kobuk) Vf'I'C frequent y 
checked, no .~pawning acti\'ity was observed on them in 1965. 
In l966, inconnu began spam1ing 45 ] .. :m ( 28 miles) above Kobuk off 
th Harvey Bar on 26 Sep tember, and most spawning activity was com-
pleted by the evening of 29 Sep tember at 8.30 P.Vl when observatio ns 
were completed. The peak of spawning in this area occurred on 26 and 
27 Septcmb r . F irty inconnu (some spent) were> taken on 26 September 
by beach seine 48 to 51 km ( 30 to 32 miles) a hove Kobuk, ~uggcsting 
that some spawning had occurred on 25 September or earlier in this area. 
The water was clear and aho tt 1.2 m lower than on 27 eptember 1965. 
Spawning occurred in the same areas eac:h year, hut in 1965 the fish were 
spawning closer in to shore. Spawning duration and dates of spa\'.:ning 
were similar in both 'C<lrs. In 1966 spawning generally eommencecl 
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late r in the day (5:52 P~l on 28 SqJlember and 4:1-! PM on 29 Sep-
tember ). 
A general description of inconnu spawning behavior taken from 1966 
observations is as follows : Tnconnu left the deep water areas 42 km (26 
miles) above Kobuk about 24 September. There is evidently movement 
from this area both upstream and downstream to spawning rrounds. 
Of 40 inconnu tagged here, one wa~ r 'COVC"red 4 days later 6 km above 
the tagging site, and another was recovered 6 days later .3.2 km below 
the tagging site. T he fish were still in small schools at this time. As the 
time for spawnjng is at hand, the fish move onto the spawning grom ds, 
one or two pairs a t a time. Pairing evidently occur immediately before 
the onset of spawning. The females spawn on the surface of tlle water, 
and the males follow close behind and immeiliately fertilize the eggs. 
Ylales normally do not come to the surface of the water, altl10ugh some-
times a male was observed breaking the surhee of the water behind a 
female . Th female first comes to the surface at the upper part of the 
spawning ground and <lfter the first spawning spurt ( t•ach spawning 
spurt lasts from 1 to 3 s<~conds) is carried downstream where she will 
orne to tlK• surface lo spawn ap;ain. It is not known how many spawning 
spurts arc required to c:-xtrnde all the eggs. but one female came to the 
surface six times in one spa\\11ing pass. Some fish continue downstream 
after the first spawn in pass b ut others were ob ·erved swimming ba•ck 
upstream close in to shore after completing a pass over the spawning 
grow1d. The St'cond spawniug pass usual!~· b<..·gins in the lower half of 
the spawning ground. As a female would com<> to the surface with a loud 
splash, tlw ail would appear abO\· . the water, then the dorsal fin and 
sometimes part of the dorsal surface of the body. With a ,;gorous 
WJithing of the body, she would skitter across the water, expelling eggs. 
This movem nt u ually is peJ]1enclicular to the direction of current flow. 
In most instanee~ tl1e dorso-ventral bodv axis is in n vertical plane (dorsal 
fin straight up), but in some instancl's the body axis is tilted as much 
as 120° in an almost horizontal plane. with the current pressing almost 
directly on the abdomen. 
Between 7 :05 and :30 PM ou 27 Sept~;mber 1966, 6.3 spawning 
splashes were heard off th~; Harvey Bar; 47 were lward during this time 
011 2R September; all(] on!~ 24 !>pawninv; splashes were heard the ('\'ening 
of 29 September. On 28 Scptl•mber, spawning obscrvations were carried 
out from 3 to 9 P~l. Spawning lwgan at 5:42. and from this time until 
9 PTvf. 162 spawning ~plashes . prohahly representing hc-twl'en 30 <tnd 10 
females, wen• IH"ard ~fain <IC'th it) \\as around 6 P_ I. 
Grayling were found in large numbers on the ~-pawning ~rounds and 
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Look man} i.JJcomm eggs hdon the} had a cham:t· to lodgt ill the coarse 
gravel. In addition. whitefish, grayling, suckers, and charr feed on eggs 
that are carried into shallo\\ vakr of slow current. 
Spent fish wen" quite actin'. and no dead fish were obserwd in 1965 
or 1966. Ovarian examination of t'' n spent flomales n·vpa)ed that 70 and 
200 t•ggs Wl'n' retairwd respl'clin ]~· . Tin~ t•ggs ot future S[)a\\Jlin~s \\ere 
present 
Dou;mtream i.\louement-After spawning, a downstream movnnent 
occurs. The fish do not head downstream immediately alter spawning, 
as spent fish were taken by gill net in cddics near the spawning ground in 
1965, and three spent femalt's were taken b~· gill 11l'l at Kobuk between 
28 and 30 September 1966. Residents of lower Kobuk River villages indi-
cated that the main downstream movement had passed their village by 
the first days of October i11 1965. Fe\\· inconnn are taken during the 
downstream migration in the Kobuk HiH' r. lnconnu, mainl:r spent fish, 
are present in th slow-moving \.Vater of the elawik River in the vicinity 
of Selawik from the l Oth of October until th firs t o l January, and during 
this period many are taken through the ice h) gill net. 
Development- o information concerning time of hatching is available 
for Alaskan inconn11. However, Vork ( 1948a ) mentioned tha t Ob River 
it1~nnu had an average incubation period of 182 days aud hatched 
between 15 and 2.5 Apri l. Smoly<lnov ( 1957) stated that Kubena River 
inconnu hatch between 14 and 22 Apri l a t a length of 12 to 13 mm and 
that maximum spawning acti vity had occurred on 9 October. Tt seems 
likely that the incubation period of inconnu from Alaska would be 
similar. 
Spawning Freq11ency-There is .some question as to whether inconnu 
spawn every year. Nikolsky ( 195-!) indicated that inconnu ,<,pawn at 
intervals of 3 to 4 years. Berg ( 1948) suggested that some mature 
inconnu enter the Pechora River in autumn and do not spawn un til the 
following autumn. t\o inconnu were tak n at the mouth of the Kobuk 
River, bu t all mature fish taken from Kian a and further upriver had well-
d velopecl gonads an prob ably would spawn in the falL At Selawik, 
where most fish were taken at th • mouth of t!Je Tuklomarak River, two 
stages of gonad de elopment were observed in mature females . About 
70% of the mature females examined in early June had wcll-dev lop cl 
ggs ( 1.2 to 1.5 mm :it1 d iameter) and contained large amow1ts of 
visceral fat. The r mai..ndcr of the femalPs examined contained some 
eggs of less than 1 mm in diameter and many less than .5 mm in diameter 
and had only small amounts of is eral fat. This condition was not ob-
served in mature males. The females containing eggs in the early stages 
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T BLE 12. STO~IACH CO TENTS OF ELAWIK, ALASKA, 1:--ICOKN 
TAKEN IN H)65. OF 283 ST0:\IACIIS EXA liNED, 202 0'\TAINED FOOD 
Footl 01 rran isul 
Fi~J,: 
Lt'nsl Cisco Corr;gcnw :. sardinella 
Hainbow srnclt Osmcws dcntex 
' incspine ~ti ·kJeback r . )J tlllg il iiiS 
C oregonus species (C . nasus and 
C. lar;aretu s 71id schian ) 
Broad whitefish C. nasus 
Bnrhol Lota Iota maculosa 
lluwpl,ack whitefish 
C. lacar,'Ltt. l' id,\chiull 
Blnckfish Dallia pectowlis 
Ar ·tic d mrr-Dolly \'n rclen cx.-
Sa/pefilt11S a/pinus ( malma) 
Vnitlentificd fish remains 
Crustacea: 
h opo<l Mcsidotea cntomon 
Opo:-~11m ~hrimp :\1 ysis rtli fa 
Amphipods 
Insects: 
Diptera larvae 
Tri<:optera adult 
Vnid('ntificd in ect remains 
'\lumber 
of 
tJrganbm~ 
316 
26 
6'' ,, 
37 
13 
7 
I 
:l 
1 
26.1 
870 
3 
:3 
1 
Stomachs in which 
organisms occurred 
Per cent oc-
cuncncc in 
;-.! umb('r f<•cdi11 g fish 
86 ·12.6 
1< tl .9 
14 6.9 
14 6.9 
7 3.5 
6 3.0 
·1 2 .0 
2 1.0 
1 0.5 
64 31 .7 
2!1 l4 .4 
22 10.9 
3 1.5 
2 1.0 
1 .5 
1 .5 
of dcvelopmmt possil ly spend the summer f<·eding and wo1J!cl spawn 
the following yl'ar. 1hsuming that males spawn <'very } car and females 
do not, one would expect tlH~ spawning ground sex ratio to favor males; 
but tbis is not the case on the Kohuk H.ivt'r. The facl that males mahHe 
earlier in life shonltl he offs<"l hy the bet tha t lcmale~ haw· a longer life 
span . 
FOOD HABITS 
In tl1e present study. stomach contents of 365 ineonnu from l.it>lawik 
and the Yukon Hiwr were- rxaminctl. In add1tion stomachs of 10-! 
Kobuk Hivcr incmmu .md 1.1 o~ Chatanib Hin·r illCO!lllll ''l'r<' c·x:uninecl, 
hut these fish wer!' on tlw spawning mi~ratiun and had t·mpt\ stomachs. 
Except for 81 fish taken in April and ~lay I hrough tile ief' at elawik 
Lake tlw data presented n prescut sutnnwr fum] habits of i.JJcomJu 
R<'SU Its of sl.omaeh <I lia !~·sis a n• t'\.]ll'l'SS( ·d as I req nc•nc~ and tlllrnher of 
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nt·<.·urn'ncc. In the fn'quem:y of occurn'nct· .malysis, e.1ch food item is 
given t>qual weight regardless of amoullt or size of tht' organism con-
sumed. Percentage nccurrenct"' of each food item was obtained by 
dividing the number of stomachs containing a specific food item by the 
total number of stomachs containing foml. 
Food hahi ts data of fish from tlw upper Yukon Rh t•r and Selawik col-
lected in 196J, ha\"e already been published ( Alt, 196.5). 
Rr.SULTS 
Two hundred and two of the 283 Selawik inconnu stomachs collected 
in 1965 contained food and 81 were empty. Food items and the number 
of each item eaten by Selawik fish are presented in Tahle 1.2. Fi~h com -
prise the major part of the diet of Sdawil inconnu, with the least cisco, 
Coregon11s sardinclla, being the most important food item. The .'316 
ciscocs represent au average of .3.6 per feeding inconnu. Other core-
gonids, smelt, st icklebacks, Mesidotea entomo11, and Mysis rclicta an· 
of s condary importance in the diet. The rl'latively small size of stickle-
backs decreases their importance as a food item since they weigh less 
than the isopod, ~I csidotea entomon. 
DISCUSSIOI\ 
A hangc with time was observed in f t>d ing habits of the Selawik 
inconnu. In April and May, whil f eding under the ice in Selawik Lake, 
inconnu ate mainly Corcgonus sardinella ~md My.-is relic/a. Fish at this 
time were feeding about 1.5 to 3.2 km out in Sdawik Lake. The number 
of ciscoes in each stomach was I ss and the numb r of mpty stomachs 
was greater than observed in June. Examination of L8 stomach · from f ish 
caught i.n April and May in 1964 showed that Mysis relicta formed a sig-
nifican t part of the late winter diet (Alt. 1965) . The larger sample from 
1965 probably reflects the true situation and shows that Mysis was of 
minor importance d uring late win ter and early swnmer. F uller 1947) 
noted tha t even though Mysis relicta is present in reat Sh ve Lake, 
inconnu do not f ed on it dming the sumner. 
lu early June, after the ice went out, inconnu were conc-•ntrated it 
Selawik Lake at the mouths of th Selawik and T uklomarak Riv rs. Most 
of the specimens examined were taken at the mouth of th Tuklomarak 
River. Nin ' specimens taken at Inland Lake bet\ CC'l1 3 and 5 June con-
tained mainly Coregonus sm·di11ella, hut al ·o a lJigh pr portion o( nine-
spine sticklebacks, humpback, and broad whit fis h, burbot, hlackfi ·b, 
and the isopod, Aft>:;;idotea entomon. In early Jun , th d iet of ioconnu 
caught at the mou th of the Tuklomarak Riv •r consisted tl lmost entirely of 
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Coregonus sardinella. This was definitely the period of greate t feed ing 
activity. At this time ( 6 to 15 June ) nearly all stomachs examined con-
tained food , and the number and ~ize of prey items ' 'as gr ater. Most 
C. sardinella found in stomachs at this time were betwceu 20 and 30 em 
long. A 14 kg fish con tained 17 ciscocs of 100 to 200 gr each. Since 
inconnu must swallow their food vhole, these larger ciscoes were prob-
ably beyond the ability of the smaller inconnu to handle. At this time 
smaller inconnu >Vere feeding n M sidotea, M ysis, m d small coregonids. 
Some of the larger inconnu had also fed heavily on Mesidotea. 
After 15 June it appeared that food abundance went down and feeding 
habits changed slightly. The diet shifted to more Alesidotea and mall 
coregonids less than 12 em loug). Some sticklebacks and mysids were 
also taken. The larger, matur • Coregonus sarclir~ella had probably lcfl 
Selav.rik Lake. Smelt started to occur in the diet on 19 June and were 
quite importa 1t during the remainder of the month. All smelt were about 
15 em long and appeared ready to spawn. As June progr ssed, the per-
centag of stomachs containing food d creased. Of 9 .... stomach.~ examined 
from 22 to 27 June, 69 contain d food whil 38 were empty. 
In early June iuconnu were feeding close to th surface. The would 
often jump almost completely out of the water as they pursued Core.[!,Oiws 
sardinella. On 7 June, inconnu were observed jumping constantly a t the 
mouth of the Tuklomarak River and from 2 to 5 P_ 'I I could count •up 
lo 25 fish jumping in a 10-sec p riod. Thrse periods of intense feeding 
activity may rcflcct prey a\'ailability. as they \\'l'H' iiTegular in occurrence. 
Fi hing with hook and line was most productive at this time. 
Jn late June, as air and water temp<'rature increased, fish verc not 
found ncar the surface, and best Fishing sue ·ess was rncmmlered at 
depths of 2 to .3 m. 
Data from the present study indicate that, vhilr larger inconnu are 
mainly piscivorous, inse<.:Ls and crustaceans form an important part of the 
lat • \\'inter and summer diet. This is especially true of Scla\\'ik incomm. 
Other food habits studies have indicated that _ oung inconnu feed 
largely on invertebrates. Kirilov ( 1962) mt ntioned that yearling ;md 
2-year-old inconnu in Lhe Vilyiu River, USSR, feed on fish-leeches and 
insect lar\'ac. main]~ tendipcdicls. Nikolskv ( 1954) stated that incomm 
becomt pist'i' orom in tht second }ear of life Fuller ( 195.5) mentimwd 
that P .•. Larkin examined stomachs of small incormu ill Big Buffalo 
River, Canada. and found them to contain 7oc:: <'phippia of Da]lhllia sp , 
25'7o chironimid larvae. ancl .5'7r other aqnatic inst'C'ts, hut no fish remains. 
Fuller contlud1•d that these fish do not change to a f1sh diet until they 
reach Great Slaw Lake at about tlw third \'ear of life. Vork ( 19-!8a l 
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found that in early summer Oh River inconnu of age 01 had eaten 
plankton. benthic organisms, and a small percentage of fish. ' fter 20 
J ulr. plankton \I as no longer found, while fish and benthic organisms 
gre11 more important. Tn early July, 11% of tilt sm<\11 i11connu had f d 
only on fish hnt later in the ~ t•ar 3:)'1, ''en· fel'ding only on fish. In the 
second year of life, 677- were feeding onl} on fish, and at age ,3 all fish 
examined by ork had fed entirely on fish. D·tta published by Alt ( 1965) 
show that fish formed an important part of the diet of uptwr Yukon River 
inc:onnu of age classes 0+ and 1 +. 
One lllmdred four incounu taken during the spaw11ing migration and 
on the spawning grounds in the Kohuk River between 14 July .md 30 
September all had empty stomachs. Fish taken late in September, both 
before and after spawning, appeared to he in good vondition. Although 
Kirilov (1962) stated that inconnu feed during the spawning migration, 
and on th spawning ground, · ikolsky 1954) reported a cessation of 
feeding during the spawning p riod. Vork ( 1948a) reported that feecung 
gradually decreases during the spawning migration and stops completely 
in the upper reaches of the Oh River. Vork nwntionecl that inconnu will 
litill take a lure a t this time. After spawning, feeding is intensified. 1' our 
spent Fish taken in the vicinity of the Kobuk Riv r spawnino- grounds in 
1965 had not resumed feeding, but Kobuk valley residents reported that 
inconnu do feed in the lower re<1C:hcs of the river on the postspawning 
migration . 
THE FISHERY 
At the present time major utilization of the ineonnu ill Alaska is as 
wbsist nee food for Alaska native and their dogs. Alaska DPpartment of 
Fish and Game reports give the 1963 inconnu subsistence catch for the 
Yukon River drainage (excluding the Koyukuk Ri\'Cr) as 6,129 and in 
19&1 it was 4,177 fish. No records are available for the Koyukuk River. 
The 1963 subsistence catch on the Kuskokwim Riv ·r was reported <\S 
2,.301 and the 1964 catch as 1,244 fish. These records shou lcl be n.:gardcd 
as minimum figures and are not intended to show changes in ahundan e. 
In 1965, records were k pt of the late winter inconnu subsistence catch 
from Scla vik Lake. These catch records indicate that from 17 April to 
28 May the residents of Selawik ( population 430) took 7,240 inconnu. 
Residents of the lower Kobuk River villages of Noorvik and Kiana were 
reported to have taken an estimated 4,000 to 5,000 additional inconnu 
from Selawik Lake. The 1965 estimated total inconnu catch from the 
Selawik area is as follows: 
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7,240 Taken throng], the ice at Selawik Lnke by s,~h"vik re~i­
dents in Lik April and May 
-1,000- 5,000 TakPu thn1llgl1 the iee at Selawik Lake h;- re~idcnt~ of 
'om\'ik all(l Ki;IIW in late :\pril anti 1\lay 
4,000 Caught b:· hook and line anc gill net in Selawik area 
in Jun · 
-1,000- 6,000 Caught by l1ouk and liuc and gill uct in Sc·lawik area from 
1 July to 3 1 D ecember 
Hl,240-22,000 Total estimated ca tclt at avt·r;,gc wei ht of 2.3 to 2.5 kg 
(5 to S 1,~ j)Otlllds) 
Approximately 900 kg ( 2,000 pounds ) of this catch were sold commer-
cially. 
A commercial fishery has been operating in the Kotzebuc-Hothan1 
Inl ·t area and in past vear.s has yielded up to 45,000 kg ( 100,000 pounds ) 
yearly ( \\-igutoff and Carlson, 1950). ln general, the commercial catch 
has been on tlw decline since then. ~-lichael Geiger (pers. comm. ), of 
the Alaska Department of Fish and ;anw, (•stimated that tlw Kotzebue 
commercial catch from 2:3 November 1964 to 24 Jmmary 1966 was 3,9•10 
fish at an averag \\'eight f .3 kg ( 6.6 pounds ) to give a total weight of 
11,700 kg (2.-,700 pounds ) . :\1ost of these fish were taken by gill net 
through the ice a t Hotham Jnlct between late October 1965 and late Jan-
uary 1966. Complete records of tlw suhsistcnct' catd from Kotzebue 
ow1d-Ilotham Inlet are not amilable for 196.5. Ilowewr. \lil'hael GC'i-
ger \P ~r ·. ·omm.) indicated tha t b-om October 1965 t \1ay 1\:166, appro.·i-
mately 11,000 I ish were taken for ~uhsistence purposes. He stated that 
the catch during this period \\'as higlwr than in the previous few vears. 
vcrage weight of the fish in the ~ubsistcnce catch was about 2.-5 kg 
(5 .. 5 pounds). lTsin~ a 1965 Kotzebue Sound-Hotham Inlet subsistent·(• 
r.atch figure of 8.000 fish. the total estimated catch fro m the Kotzebue 
Sowtd, llotham Inlet and Kohul.. River for 1965 \\'as ahout 15,000 fish 
which includes both the ·ommercial and subsistence catch. Thus the 
e timated inconnu catch from Northwest A laskn in 1965 was bel ween 
34.200 and 31,000 fish. 
In the SSR the inconnn is of ennsiderahle value to the fishing in-
dustry, especially in the lower n·achC"s of the Siberian rivers. :\ikolsky 
( 1954) gave the J9:36 to 1940 total catch of Sterwdu~ lcucichthys nelma 
from Siberian waters as bein.g hcl ween -t and 4.:3 million kg ( 8.7 and 9.-l 
miluon pounds ) <lllllll;llly. Largest eatl'lll's \\en· obtaint"d I rom till' hasiu 
of the Ob Hiver \\ hile the Lena and Y1•nis<•i ~ ielded smallt•r amounts. 
Drag seines and gillllt'IS Wl'rt' till' main typt·~ or fishiug g<'<IJ' used 
Futttre utilization of tlw inconnn as a sport fish in Alaska holds great 
promise. Ils largt ~ize, fighting abtlit) limited distribuhou, anJ 1ine 
tab!· qualiti ·s makt> it a much-sought-after fish. ,\n inereast• in fishing 
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Figure lR. Native utiLization of inconnu. F ish t, ken by subsistenc fishennen 
during the summer are spli , then hung to dry in the · tn. :\!njor use of the ·e fish, 
taken at tJ. · tl lOttth of the Tnklomarak River, Alaska. in June , will be for dog food. 
F ish were taken by gill net and by hooking ( rod and reel or jigging ~lick ) . 
pressure can be cxpectet! as the sporting qualities of tlw fish arc adver· 
lised and accommodations for fishing guests are provided. Outside of a 
f w areas near Fairbanks, accc~sihle by the highway system, nearly all 
sport fishing for incounu rPqu ircs travel by bush plane :1 ncl j or boat. 
Good sport fishin success can he enjoy<'d on the Kobuk River; the 
Holitna River, a tributm)· of the Kuskokwim Rivn; clearwater tiibu-
taries of the Yukon River; at Hughes on the Koyukuk River; and Selawik 
Lake, Selawik River, and Tuklomarak luver in the Selawik area. 
CONS£RVATION 
In recenl years there has been talk of xpaucli.ug the commercial fishery 
for inconnu at IIotham Inlet and establishing a commercial fishery at 
Selawik. The inconnu represents a potential commercial industry in an 
area with a lo'v economic base . However. there are indications that at 
present levels, a cl specially at past levels, of utilization, the inconnu is 
b ing overharvested. This resomcc has commercial, sport, and sub-
sistence value, and one must ask what is the most important use of the 
resource. 
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Nalivt> subsistence utilization, of course, should be given top priority. 
In 1965, 0\(' r 85% of the total inconnu catch in N01thwest Alaska was 
utilized by the Eskimos for subsistence (Fig. 18) . Fish taken through 
the ice in Selawik Lake in April and May <Ue needed by the Eskimos, as 
the winter supply of food for themselves and their dogs is usually de-
pleted by this time. Selawik residen ts are more depend nt upon the 
inconnu for su bsistl'nce than arc residen ts of the Kobuk valle . In Sela-
wik, inconnu comprise approximately 60o/o b weight of th ' fish suh-
sisten · catch rom 1 June to 1 October and approximately 95o/r of the 
subsistence catch from Octob r until breakup the following year. On 
the Kobuk River there is less dependence on inconnu. There, whitefish 
(four species of Coregonus) provide the main subsistence foou, and their 
relativt> importance is becoming greater as the runs of chum salmon and 
inconnu have been declining. Of the Kobuk River villages, 1 'oorvik took 
the largest number of inconnu followed by Kobuk, Ambler, Shungnak, 
and Kiana in that order. In Kobuk. the maj01ity of the Cfltch is taken by 
beach seine at Kobuk village and from the spawning grounds upstream. 
In 1965, the inconnu catch comprised an estimated 8 to 10% of th total 
subsistence fis taken at Kobuk. 
The only indications we han~ of a ckcl iue iu the number of inconnu in 
Northwest Alaska arc statements h~,. natives and commercial fishermen 
that there are fewer inconnu now than pre\ ionsly. The almost complete 
lack of information on catch aud catch trends related to effort. as '' ell as 
size <.'mnposition of the catch, precludes making a more definite state-
ment. John Nelson ( 1/iva w ee, 1965 ), who has been fishing commerciall) 
for incomm for many y ars at flotham Inlet. reports that his ·atch per 
unit of pffort has been declining steadily. 
0\'crfishing, both subsistence and commercial, may have hcC'n tl'-
sponsiblc for the supposed decline. Possibly the yearly ·ommerc.:ial cat ·hC's 
of up to 4.5,000 kg around 1949, coupled with high su bsi~tence catch s in 
those years, may ha\'1." started a cleclin<> from which thC' population has not 
b en able to recover. 
In order to sustain a total 'atd of 34,200 to 37.000 fish per year, tlw 
population ( s) must be <1uite large. The fish arc first suhjectcd to tlw 
fishery between ages 4 and .'5. Since the im:onnu reaches sexual nMlmity 
so latl' in life (Table ll). it eXJ)('IiC'nc<'s fishing pr<'ssure for a numht>r of 
years before' it has a ehance to spawn. This important aspect of the li fe 
history of thC' inconnu should be taken into account whl·n comidering 
expansion ol the fishery. 
'ven though the t·aus<'~ of a declim• in incmnm numbers i11 1\orth-
west Alaska are not fully understood, it appears that the population has 
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!wen ckclillillg "hile ahwrbiug a year!) caleh ut approx.imatel)' 36,000 
fish ( 1965 figme) If this is trnc, then inconnu should not he subjected 
to increased fishing prcssnrc and the establishment of a large scale com-
mercial fishery in northwest Alaska should he viewed with extrt•mc 
mution. 
Suct:E.sTiill t\HIY.s oF F nm~ HEsE.-\J{CH 
From a management standpoint, top research priority should he given 
to determining inconnu movements, if any, between Selawik Lake ami 
Hotham Inlet, and estimating the total inconnu population in Northwcs 
Alaska. A large-scale tagging program carried out at clawik and tltt> 
Kobuk River would resolve the movement question and at the same time 
shed some light on th(' population qu ·stion. Accurate yearly records of 
the subsistence, commercial, and sport catch sho tid be kept to detenninc 
population treuds and age composition of the catch . Other areas of h1ture 
rcseareh include: determination of spawning frequency; movement and 
location of young inconnu of age-dasse · 0 ·, I+. 2+, and :3+: sport fishing 
potential: parasites; and spawnil1g ground checks on the Kobuk and 
Selawik Rivers. 
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